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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Repeat guest Naomi Wolf is the author of “The End of America,” published in 2007, and “The Bodies

of Others: The New Authoritarians, COVID-19 and the War Against the Human,” which was released

at the end of May 2022. In our previous interview, we discussed how “The End of America”

dovetailed with current pandemic events. (You can download the Frst and last chapters for free on

the publisher’s website, chelseagreen.com. )

Here, we review what lies ahead if we don’t challenge and stand Qrm against the global control

agenda. It’s really important to realize that the progression toward tyranny and loss of freedom is

neither new nor accidental — and really has nothing to do with COVID or biosecurity per se.

These are just convenient justiQcations for the unjustiQable. No, this is a comprehensive plan for a

global takeover that’s been in the works for many decades. What we’re seeing now is just the Qnal

implementation.

“I wrote ‘The End of America’ when I saw that issues around terrorism and the terror threat

post-9/11 were being used in such a way as to hype fear and strip us of our civil liberties,”

Wolf says. “There are 10 steps to fascism that leaders who want to crush a democracy will

always take. They're the same 10 steps whether the leaders are on the left or on the right. It

really doesn't matter.

So, I looked at history at different times and places in which a robust democracy was

crushed. You start with invoking a terrifying threat. It can be a real threat, but it's hyped.

You go on to surveil citizens. You create militia groups unaccountable to the rule of law.

You create a Gulag. You start to demonize whistleblowers and critics. You start to call

dissent, treason or espionage or subversion. And then you get to Step 10, which is martial

law, declaring emergency law. Well, here we are at Step 10.”

The Race Toward a Post-Humane World

In the summer of 2020, New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo declared residents could not have more than

six people in their homes. As noted by Wolf, this is a massive and very clear violation of the First

and Fourth Amendments — the right to privacy and the right to assembly.

That was the moment when Wolf knew for sure that the lockdowns had nothing to do with a public

health emergency. That’s when she knew we were right smack dab in the middle of Step 10.

“We were seeing a wholesale race to exploit what was messaged as a global pandemic in

such a way as to strip us of our remaining liberties and to terraform America, conceptually,

into being ready to accept a CCP-style World Economic Forum-guided post-humane and

post-constitutional world,” she says.

“And that's only escalated. So, [in ‘The Bodies of Others’] I walk the reader through the

money Uow. I show how bad actors ranging from the World Economic Forum, to the

Chinese Communist Party, to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and of course, to big

tech companies, massaged pandemic policy in various ways to suit their ends.

I show how millions are Uowing to big tech companies especially, as a result of completely

medically unnecessary pandemic policies. And Xnally, I explain — speaking as a tech CEO,

which I am now — that what the tech companies are driven by is that human beings in

human space, having human conversations with human smiles and touch, are a

competition that they cannot compete with.

So, a lot of the policies that were rolled out, as related to a public health emergency, really

serve to kill off that human advantage and transfer assets to big tech companies.”

Yes, We Are at War

Part of Step 10 is the proposed World Health Organization Pandemic Treaty, which would give the

WHO unbridled privilege to declare an emergency and then have total authority to dictate the global

response, even if that response contradicts the constitutional rights of a member state. And, while

it may not strike most people as an act of war, it is in fact part of the global war effort against the

public, the citizens of the world.

“Indeed, that's what's happening,” Wolf says. “And the fact that Americans have not been

able to see this treaty easily to lobby their representatives ... that's just an example of why

these metanational treaties are so extraordinarily dangerous ...

I wish people would wake up sooner, honestly. I've been warning people for about six

months that a war is being waged against us here in the United States. We are at war, even

though we think we're not. We don't see bullets Uying.

This is a new kind of war, and it's a war that the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has

developed very skillfully. Stalinists also developed it skillfully. It's never been done to us like

this before, but look at the big picture please. Our southern border is open. Hundreds of

thousands of people are pouring in.

I'm in favor of legal immigration. I'm the daughter of immigrants. However, what's

happening, according to my sources, is that Xghting-age men from Ukraine and

Afghanistan are pouring in. Millions of dollars in state-of-the-art equipment — night vision

goggles, military equipment — vanished in Afghanistan. We didn't recover it.

Where is it? Who knows? But these are men who are going all over the country, they're not

being identiXed. Their destinations are not identiXed. They could be put in place. We are

very vulnerable. And then, north of us, our historically peaceful neighbor, Canada, their

World Economic Forum puppet, Justin Trudeau, declared martial law for about 24 hours

when the truckers were protesting in Ontario.

What you saw there was unidentiXed, very mercenary looking — were they police? Were

they soldiers? Very hard to tell because they weren't identiXed, which is characteristic of an

unaccountable mercenary. And they were very violent toward peaceful, lawful Canadian

protestors.

You saw the same black-clad, unidentiXable, super Xt looking mercenaries ... in France.

When there were protests against the Green Pass, there was dramatic violence, shocking

scenes, by these unidentiXable mercenaries.”

Emergency Powers Are Being Used as a Weapon of War

As noted by Wolf, all the pieces of the “emergency” also point in an obvious direction. In April 2022,

President Biden extended emergency law for the eighth time, and this time he didn’t even pretend

that it was related to a public health emergency. He said it was due to instability in Iraq. By

extending his emergency powers, he can funnel millions of dollars, without accountability, into the

Department of Health and Human Services (DHSS).

“He’s basically weaponizing HHS, all the way down to boards of health, which have been

weaponized during the pandemic,” Wolf says. “So, we are at Step 10. This is Step 10.

Nothing legally prevents, right now, here in New York state, the governor from doing what

she's trying to do, which is to create quarantine facilities and have a regulation to drag

people off to open-ended quarantine if they're exposed to a bloodborne pathogen.

We narrowly defeated a similar regulation proposal in Washington state. But with the World

Health Organization treaty, they will have that right. Nothing will stop them from having

mercenaries that I can't identify show up at the end of my driveway and say, ‘Naomi Wolf,

you're a public health threat.’ And the reason they can do this, also, is that this messaging is

focusing on mental health too.

So, if you fold mental health into public health, then you get a rationale to say, ‘Oh, dissent

is a form of craziness,’ the way that it's framed in, for instance, communist China. So, we

are dissolving sovereignty all over the world if the WHO treaty is signed. It's absolutely

terrifying. We need to wake up and realize that this war is being waged against us. Traitors

are dissolving the boundaries of our nation.”

Who Are the Perpetrators?

I suspect the perpetrators of this war are the global cabal that embraces technocracy and

transhumanism. Wolf believes perpetrators fall into several different camps.

“You were way ahead of the curve in identifying how serious this was, and the sources from

which it would emanate. But I don't see them as having no light between them. I see that

they're loosely operating in concert. Certainly, technocrats. Big Tech is an alliance of

technocrats. Certainly, the World Economic Forum ...

Big Pharma isn't even the main driver, in my judgment, as powerful and scary as it is. I think

they're using pharma as a global weapon.

So, these entities — and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and other bad nonproXts like

the EcoHealth Alliance, which is at the center of everything, and other aligned bad

nonproXts like the Committee for State and Territorial Epidemiologists — these third-party

nonproXts allow government agencies like the CDC to offshore their criminality.

For instance, the CDC contracted with these third parties to manage their data. My book

shows how there's been a consistent mismanagement or manipulation of data around the

pandemic to the extent that one of my chapters is called ‘The UnveriXable Pandemic.’

All of these bad actors are loosely aligned. They're talking to each other. Amazon, Google

and Microsoft beneXt from the pandemic. Google owns Baseline, which you have to sign in

to, to get a CVS PCR test. Microsoft builds the vaccine passports. Bill Gates is invested in

the vaccines. I just did a bombshell interview with RFK Jr. in which he said all of the big

tech companies are invested in vaccines.

It's a pretty fully Ueshed out methodology that involves Big Tech, the CCP, the World

Economic Forum, and now the WHO as a delivery method, to create a one world matrix in

which nation states are meaningless, parliaments and congresses are meaningless, and all

of us are surveilled, tracked and regularly injected or forced to take whatever pill or

treatment they want us to take in such a way as to make freedom a thing of the past.

And also in such a way as to harvest all of our data continually, which is gold for tech

companies.”

No Respect for Human Life

Ultimately, the perpetrators of this global war view human beings as a resource Qt for harvest.

Everything about us is up for grabs, including our DNA. Wolf’s husband, Brian O'Shea, a highly-

trained investigator who spent 12 years in military intelligence and the Special Forces, has evidence

showing that by 2049, China wants to be the repository of all the world's DNA — the DNA of every

human on the planet.

It’s been rumored that the COVID nasal swabs may be sent back to a DNA repository in China. No

one knows where they go, really. If this is true, what’s the danger? Well, for starters, organ

traccking is a lucrative business in China, and now, startups are popping up everywhere to assess

the health of your organs. Is it inconceivable to think they might be compiling databanks on

potential organ sources?

“These people have no respect for human life,” Wolf says. “I think these people will stop at

nothing ... I mean there are new laws that have been passed that allow a newborn to be

euthanized within a month after birth.”

We Live in Unprecedented Times

According to professor Mattias Desmet, totalitarian regimes inevitably always self-destruct.

Because of this, one might be tempted to think that future “doomsday” predictions won’t

materialize, as the system can’t survive long-term. However, we also must remember that by the

time totalitarian regimes collapse, they’ve already killed tens of millions, and none of the previous

ones had the technological advantages of the current system.

The totalitarian regime being erected now could easily wipe out most of humanity before its

ultimate demise. Wolf also questions whether some of the previous totalitarian regimes actually did

collapse and die out. Klaus Schwab, founder of the World Economic Forum, for example, is a direct

heir of Nazi eugenicists, and Bill and Melinda Gates are still carrying out Nazi eugenicists

approaches.

Everywhere we look today, we see the Nazi mentality at work behind the scenes. So, the ideology

that drove the Nazi regime did not vanish. It simply went underground. Wolf comments:

“The way the World Economic Forum is trying to manage human beings descends from

Nazism. And, as I've said elsewhere, I'm the granddaughter of woman who lost nine

brothers and sisters to Nazis. So, I don't say this slightly, and don't take this out of context,

but Nazism was too good an idea for it to be killed off in 1945, meaning it was too

effective.

We're [now] seeing Nazi approaches to human life. The creation of a two-tier society,

vaccinated vs. unvaccinated, life vs. unworthy of life. I've got a section in my book looking

at the history of restrictions and how, always, restrictions on assembly, restrictions on

commerce, restrictions on where Native Americans could travel, how they could trade,

those always proceed theft of assets.

That's what's happening now to the whole world with lockdowns. All of humanity was

restricted in advance of a massive theft of their assets. And that's going to continue unless

we resist it. But no, I don't agree that totalitarian regimes self-destruct.

First of all, in the 20th century, they collapsed after massive death, starvation, and upheaval

and suffering. But second of all, the holy Roman empire lasted for 800 years, and it was

pretty totalitarian. They cruciXed people. It was pretty totalitarian.

Living in Palestine in Jesus' time, under the occupation of the Romans, that lasted for

centuries. So, sure, if we've look 500 years or 800 years into the future, maybe the global

totalitarianism that's being erected right now will have collapsed, but I don't think we should

relax because of that.

There is another distinguishing factor that we have to take into account with this erection

of totalitarianism globally compared with those in the past, and that's the role of artiXcial

intelligence. AI now has the capability to tell the same story at the same time, around the

world, at a scale that no human propagandists could ever match.

AI can take inputs from India about how people are receiving a propaganda message and

adjust it. Or it can take inputs from people's behavior in real time, or the reactions on social

media and adjust it. And people haven't even been informed about the extent to which AI

can even tweak existing journalism.

For instance, every time you read the word ‘Delta variant,’ you would see in front of it the

words ‘highly transmissible.’ And every time you saw the word ‘myocarditis,’ you would see

in front of it, ‘extremely rare.’ That's AI, and that's happening all over the world with virtually

all Uows of communications.

So, people can be propagandized ... They can be hypnotized and lied to and an artiXcial

reality could be created for them, conceptually, at a much more sophisticated level than

human beings have ever accomplished.”

The One Thing the Technocrats Cannot Compete With

While the situation may seem hopeless, we must not give up hope, because hopelessness leads to

inaction, and then we are guaranteed to lose everything. The one thing the technocrats’ technology

cannot compete with is the humane analog world, so that’s where our greatest strength lies.

For example, no one can hack or surveil an in-person assembly, provided you don’t have your cell

phones on you. So, get into the habit of carrying your phone in a faraday bag, or leave it at home.

Physical book stores, physical libraries, physical houses of worship, physical money — none of

those can be surveilled or tracked. Combustion engine cars as opposed to electric cars also cannot

be tracked as easily or thoroughly.

“I tell people to get off of digital technology,” Wolf says. “Most of the narratives around

what COVID was doing were communicated to us by digital technology, by Google,

Facebook and Twitter, which are deplatforming people like you and me and putting alarm

signals everywhere.

But if you just count on your own lived experience, the bodies were not stacking up. I'm not

saying it was a trivial public health problem. But if we had lived through 2020 to 2022,

relying on human life experience, the stories our neighbors were telling us what we were

hearing from our friends, we would've lived through a time in which there was a bad

respiratory disease around, but not in which all human activity had to come to a close.”

Wolf’s Predictions for the Near Future

Almost universally, those aware of the facts and who are knowledgeable in this area agree that

things are about to get far worse. The COVID pandemic was just the warmup, and right now we

seem to be in a deceptive lull before the storm.

“ Our White House is captured by China. We have
a puppet government ... If you look at the harms in
the Pfizer documents ... this is a biological attack.
The disruption of our food supplies is an attack. We
are under occupation now. It's not going to happen
in the future. We have to notice that we are already
under occupation. ~ Naomi Wolf”

We don't know when it's going to get worse. It could be next week. It could be two or three years. I

don't know, but I think it's going to be sooner rather than later, so getting prepared is an urgent

necessity. Many also wonder what they should prepare for.
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Food shortages? Famine? Power failures? Gas shortages? The breakdown of transportation and

distribution of goods? The collapse of one or more Qat currencies? The collapse of the entire

Qnancial system? Cyber attacks? Nuclear war? Any and all of those are on the table.

“Here's my sense of the immediate timeline — and I've been, unfortunately, right with every

projection since I started making them, when this pandemic began,” Wolf says.

“The timeline is not good. November [2022] is going to be a very dangerous month in

America. I mean, these people will stop at nothing and I'm literally afraid of a nuclear

attack. I'm afraid the war in Ukraine will be the proxy or the rationale for an attack on the

whole land. It'll be blamed on Russia, but it could be [done by] anyone.

I think we're even beyond a false Uag right now in America because I thoroughly believe our

White House is captured by China, that we have a puppet government ... I voted for the

Biden administration — which is embarrassing given that they're committing treason — but

they can't resist what China and the World Economic Forum want them to do.

If you look at the harms in the PXzer documents ... this is a biological attack. The

disruption of our food supplies is an attack. We are under occupation now. It's not going to

happen in the future. We have to notice that we are already under occupation.

I used to be a political consultant. Every single thing that the Biden administration has done

in terms of messaging and symbolism has served to lower the status of the United States

internationally. Even little things like checking his watch three times at a military funeral.

That's not an accident. Those things are highly scripted.

Over and over again, you can see an external hand dialing down the prestige and authority

of the United States. The withdrawal from Afghanistan, that did nothing but trash our

standing internationally. The point is, we have a captured White House and that's very

dangerous, because it means the FDA may or may not let poisonous food reach our

shelves.

The FDA turned a blind eye or colluded with unbelievable harms revealed in the PXzer

documents, so the FDA can't be trusted. The CDC can't be trusted. Basically, you can expect

more and more disorienting narratives of confusing public events, more and more ‘It's

monkeypox, it's smallpox, it's tuberculosis,’ to make you feel off kilter and panicked right up

until November.

In November, I anticipate a giant crisis, which will have the effect of, ‘It's not safe to leave

your homes.’ Everything is radioactive, or there's smallpox everywhere, or there are mass

shooters on the loose. This will drive voters to vote by mail instead of in person.

I say this as a political consultant: There is no way these people are acting like there’s

going to be midterm [elections]. They're acting like there's never going to be accountability.

There’s never going to be investigations. They're never going to be impeached. So there will

be no midterms. If I were to bet, I would bet the midterms will be dramatically

compromised, if not taken off the table altogether, or made cursory.

I imagine we're going to see more and more gangs ... militias, and you don't know who they

are. We're going to see more and more gangs wreaking havoc in inner cities, wreaking

havoc with businesses ... We don't know who they are and their job will be to terrorize

everyone ... and create the complete loosening of social bonds and the civil contract.

The defunding of the police is directly contributing to this. It's part of this process, and it's

worked ... Along with that, there'll continue to be disruptions in the food supply, certainly

disruptions in the energy grid and probably cyber attacks.

There's going to be parts of the country that are going to be in darkness or unable to

communicate intermittently and that will add to our fear. All of this is going to play out

around the world, and they're not going to stop.

A lot of it will play out this year, but not dramatically enough to elicit an effective counter

reaction. And that's their goal. Having said that, there are many things that you can do. So,

there's going to be a degradation around the world of the right to assembly. Parliaments

will be told it's not safe to convene. You won't be able to see what parliament is doing. You

won't be able to see what Congress is doing.”

The Next Step, Historically

Going by the historical timeline of how a tyrannical regime takes over, the next step will involve a

period when opposition leaders, civil rights leaders, outspoken journalists and editors will be

arrested and taken to some unknown location. Many will simply be “disappeared.” That’s the point

at which civil society just shuts down, even without a coup, because everyone's too afraid.

After that, mercenaries will show up to reimpose order, but they won’t be our mercenaries. They’ll

be working on behalf of the enemy regime. At that point, the United States will formally cease to

exist. The takeover will be complete.

As noted by Wolf, right now, “we’re in a time of radical testing of our free will.” If we don’t wake up in

succient numbers, the end result is already determined. Without pushback, it can’t end any other

way. Fortunately, “there's a robust grassroots resistance to this in the United States,” Wolf says.

“And, I can't believe I'm saying this, but the Second Amendment is the key to the U.S. having hope

that other countries don't have.”

Recommendations Moving Forward

So, what can we do to prepare? How do we Qght back? Regardless of where you are in the world,

there’s a lot you can do. The key to success is to focus the Qght on the local and state level. There

are also preparations you can (and need) to do on a personal level.

“I'm learning marksmanship. I hate to say it, but this is where we're at,” Wolf says. “I'm a

peaceful person. I hope no one takes this out of context, but you need to be able to defend

your family. You need to be able to hunt. We are getting to that point. Even if you hate guns,

now is the time to learn marksmanship and be comfortable with a weapon because you

may need to kill for food.”

There's an educational curve when it comes to Qrearms — how to store, carry and clean them, for

example — and you really need to engage in that if you’ve never had any training in that area.

Secondly, know where your food comes from. Make friends with farmers. Create or join a CSA with

your neighbors. Learn how to grow some food. There’s a steep learning curve there too. Next,

prepare a plan for what to do if there’s no electricity and/or digital communications.

“I tell people to print out their bank statements and asset statements because in The Great Reset,

you should expect that there'll be some giant blitz and it'll all vanish,” Wolf says. Make sure you

have hardcopies of important documents, such as the deed for your home. If you can’t produce it,

expect the new regime to claim ownership.

Much can also be done on the state level. For example, in Florida, Gov. Ron DeSantis has stated he

will not enforce the will of the World Economic Forum. The New Hampshire legislature has also

passed a really good bill declaring that if the federal government passes an unconstitutional law, it

will not be enforced in New Hampshire.

“We have been very successful at DailyClout, state by state, mobilizing people to lobby their

state representatives. But they have to pass laws fast, and show massive grassroots

movement to not enforce the World Economic Forum diktats at the state level. And, our

founders were such geniuses, because they set up our system so that states could do this,”

Wolf says.

Importantly, states must accept and be prepared to forgo federal funding and subsidies to retain

their sovereignty. We need a new movement where institutions and local leadership publicly

forswear any and all corruptible funding, be it from the CCP, the federal government, the WEF or

anything else. These individuals and institutions must be willing to disclose the source of all

funding, and reject any funds that might make them beholden to an enemy power. 

We Need to Build an Alternative Society

The ultimate goal right now is to begin creating a whole alternative civil society. A “reset,” yes, but

not the technocratic, transhumanist reset imagined by the globalists. We need to create

uncorrupted science, uncorrupted journalism, uncorrupted medicine. We need governors, business

leaders and heads of universities and so on to take a pledge to create uncorrupted institutions that

are answerable to the people.

“By showing people how the legislative process got corrupted and providing, on my site,

DailyClout, the way to draft your own laws and pass your own laws, I am also providing

people with very concrete ways to protect their liberties and to know what to do in the

future,” Wolf says.

“And, I feel remiss if I didn't add, I personally had to give up my status as a media darling on

the left, my friends, and my networks ... when I began to do real reporting on this pandemic

and on the mRNA vaccines. We are in a time where people will have to decide, ‘What am I

here for on this planet?’ Know that if you cling to lies, and you cling to your professional

status, your children will live as slaves and so will you.

It's time to be brave, because if we're a little bit brave now, we don't have to be horriXcally

brave in the near future ... I also think we're in a massive spiritual moment, that we're in a

biblical moment, and that there's a level of metaphysics over and above the material and

the political assault on us in our reaction.

I'm just speaking for myself, but I do feel like this is part of the picture, the nature of the evil

that is unfolded around us ... The way the mRNA vaccines target the fetus, target the

amniotic membrane, target lactation, this is an evil beyond what Nazis could accomplish.

This is an evil of a Miltonic scale.

I've looked at it from all sides, and I'm just going to say this, I can't account for it with purely

human material processes. It's got an element of sophistication and scale and grandeur

that really seems beyond the human to me, and to have an element of massive existential

evil.

I'm Jewish, so we don't have a highly-developed notion of Satan, but the these seem to be

malevolent forces that can accomplish things beyond what human beings can accomplish.

As a result, I have started to believe in God in a more literal way than I used to, because

these malevolent forces seem to be directed at what is good. What is divine? The human

face, which my tradition says is an image of God. The human body, which is made in God's

image. Love, which is a manifestation of the divine according to many religious traditions.

The family.

It’s like all the things that are being targeted are what is divine about our human journey on

this planet. I don't know where to go with that, except that it seems we're in a moment in

which — in addition to all the other things we can do, and I'm just speaking for myself — I

think we can pray.

We don't have the ability just as human beings to get out of this. It's too big. I believe that

getting out of it requires an awakening that's massive. And, for myself anyway, asking for

divine help has worked before.”

To learn more, be sure to pick up a copy of “The Bodies of Others: The New Authoritarians, COVID-

19 and the War Against the Human,” and subscribe to the Daily Clout newsletter on Dailyclout.io.

You can also follow Wolf on GETTR.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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So...We are supposed to believe that Naomi Wolf had Qgured out the tyrannical takeover of America prior to publishing her book in

2007. Then she watched the shameless globalist tyranny of the Obama-Biden administration. And then she got to compare that to the

Trump administration. And then she voted for Biden (but now she's embarrassed). How could such a prescient freedom-Qghter vote

for Biden? Wolf in sheep's clothing? Making money from saying the right things in her book? I hope I'm wrong. BTW, I'm no Trump

worshiper. I think any president that truly presents a threat to the globalists will be eliminated at this point. They have no more fear of

us. Covid was a test run to see what percent of the population was stupid beyond hope. They're laughing.
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John844
Joined On 6/5/2022 2:53:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cant argue with that.
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pat51291
Joined On 1/12/2019 7:01:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Better late than never I guess.  As I read Naomi's words here:  "..... and I've been, unfortunately, right with every projection since I

started making them" I couldn't help thinking about how many of us saw this coming with the Obama administration and

deQnitely prior to Biden. She didn't see it then? But now she does?  While I am happy that she may be able to wake up some on

the left, I am appalled that it took her so long. HOW COULD SHE vote for the Biden Administration? Why didn't she see it then? It

was ALL out there before the election!
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I kinda liked "Shock Doctrine," by the other Naomi. Problems are humongous/solutions remote. Blow-off this crippling neurotic

fear-mongering and focus on creating positive solutions. I have studied weeds and how to eradicate them..the most successful

spread roots far and wide before they visibly become problematic. You can pull em, then they shoot-up in a hundred other

places and some even rely on corms..sleeper cells..while others spread a million seeds on the wind.

 www.lewrockwell.com/2022/05/no_author/what-really-really-hurts/
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vg07111
Joined On 10/3/2021 7:00:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Our White House is captured by China. We have a puppet government... " says Naomi. Janet Yellen, Merrick Garland, Alejandro

Mayorkas, Avril Haines, Ron Klain, Antony Blinken, Wendy Sherman, David Cohen, Eric Lander, Victoria Nuland. But sure, yeah,

natsiiii(correct spelling of the word has been blocked by the site) mentality.
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thank you. It's important that we have this discussion about public Qgures. There is always the controlled opposition, so we

really have to use discernment so as not to be fooled
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why Qght amongst ourselves? I discern sincerity in Naomi (which rarely happens with politicians or MSM including Trump). Of

course they fear us and they probably justify what they do in their minds. We all make good and bad choices. It is the power and

money that corrupt.
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Lizschneider53
Joined On 2/4/2021 4:24:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read elsewhere elsewhere she's controlled opposition! There is alot of them out there! I don't believe what most say either! Dr

David Martin is one also!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have no fear of us, but they should have fear of God. Come Judgement Day, they will Qnd they cannot buy or con or defeat

Him. They will say But,I HAVE DONE ALL THESE THINGS FOR THE PEOPLE, AND GOD WILL REPLY, I KNOW YOU NOT. Too late

then to repent and ask forgiveness. It will come to this. They won't be laughing then.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Naomi is a radical lib-minded (non- tranny "real female") feminist... but on this topic she been accurately crying "Wolf" for well

over 15 years... (((they))) do want to project their plans/agendas. Alan Watt has been the Sentient Sentinel for decades as well.

Review of The Technological Society, by Jacques Ellul [the advanced play book of the globalist technocrats] Two books by

Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society and Propaganda,are the most important of all required reading for anybody who wants

to understand what is occurring in the advanced’ societies during our era. The thesis of great writing cannot be encapsuled into

a few smooth phrases.

The Technological Society Jacques Ellul [was AW’s highest most often recommended book and reference guide]

ia903209.us.archive.org/2/items/JacquesEllulTheTechnologicalSociety/Ja..  Alan Watt - Cutting Through the Matrix

www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html  JUST IN CASE YOU MISSED IT THEY’RE OFFICIALLY COMING TO

TAKE CARE OF THE BABIES NOW www.bitchute.com/.../i4ZGZebZYfnc  Baby Die-Off: Lactation Issues, Miscarriages &

Neonatal Deaths www.bitchute.com/.../7yVZCismUQ0D  THIS NEXT DEMOGRAPHIC BEING TARGETED SHOULD GET THEIR

ATTENTION THIS TIME WELL MAYBE IN SOME PARALLEL UNIVERSE WHERE THE ZOMBIES’ BRAIN MEAT WASN’T ALREADY

“SMOOTHED” www.youtube.com/watch
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some people are not as awake as they think they are if they don't know there are those in both parties that have taken some of

our freedoms away and that would take more of them away! Seriously, some of you act like you don't even know about The

Patriot Act and what administration it started under! There were politicians on BOTH sides that voted for it. Some of the same

Corp donors that donate to politicians in both parties. Many in both parties vote for more wars and other bills some on both

sides vote for. I look at the voting records of politicians on both sides, not just what they talk about, and I look at who their

donors are. Evil or bad judgement is not on just one side or the other even if it seems to be.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, for sure inaction will not help. If only getting out on the streets with signs expressing your loss of freedoms and stopping tyranny

will be a start for those of you that have done nothing. Currently we are seeing a wave of shootings that, IMHO, are orchestrated to

further gun control with total banning of guns and conQscation. I would like to say more are waking up although while we are on the

street every week and getting a lot of thumbs up and honks for freedom we also get the middle Qnger and unintelligible negative

screams. We may only gain one person an hour over to our side that is still a positive and a result of our actions. So forget being part

of inaction. Do Something.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One of the best things we can do is to unhook from the internet, because tracking and surveilling underscore the power

structure. Use the internet wisely, as a tool to educate others, and then unhook. Shut off and leave your cell phone behind. Ditch

Alexa, which is an incredibly effective listening-in device. There is a lot more we can do, you all get the drift. And thank you all!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Katzenjammer for this link. I am going to share far and wide.

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..   From the link, "Waking the population is no small

task. We’re working against generations of mind entrainment; deployed 24/7, from cradle to grave." More from the link, "Admiral

James Stockdale was a POW in Vietnam, tortured mentally and physically for 7 years, out of which 4 were in solitary

conQnement. When asked how he was able to deal with all of it, he replied, "I never lost faith in the end of the story." And one

more from the link which is a quote from Admiral James Stockdale. Read this please:

substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,w_progressive:steep/ht..  Katenjammer I am sure you are also aware of the

relationship between your link and this one by the Patel Patriot. This is a lot of reading for those of you just now getting on

board with what "Devolution" is all about. https://www.devolution.link   "Things aren't getting worse, they are getting exposed."
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As much as possible, disengage from dependency on "systems". Move towards independence rather than dependency. Literally,

do not BUY into the system. Spend your dollars at the local level and hire craftsmen whenever possible. Do more of your own

labor. The general food supply is so contaminated and adulterated that you should be producing most of your own food. Keep

yourself healthy so you do not need medical care. Do what you can to get your kids a good education. Learn to use tools and do

simple repairs--small things add up. Be responsible for yourself to reduce any entanglements with the justice system. I think

country people will fare much better than many city people, esp.

those in inner cities. I hear so much from those at colleges talking about their "sustainable" lifestyles, but what is really

sustainable? Their cafeteria meals that come from vendors? Their waste and sewage disposal--where does that go? Are they

providing their own heat and energy? None of these things. They are entirely dependent on others for goods and services.

Forget about what you think your image should be. Focus on your value system. In many ways, this will earn you respect from

others in a way money cannot buy. You will also become an incentive for change in the lives of others who observe your

example.
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Dr.Steven
Joined On 6/10/2012 1:04:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great interview. I wish more Democrats and others associated with the "left" would awaken like Naomi Wolf, Alex Berenson (formerly

of the NY Times) and others, true liberals who uphold free speech and liberty. She rightly recognizes how the Chinese Communist

Party has in effect captured our current corrupt Administration. Biden is the Manchurian Candidate, a cognitively impaired front for a

corrupt, treasonous administration. The real "infection" is not the virus but destructive, atheistic Marxist ideologies permeating our

government, education, "woke" corporations--all tools of the Globalist Elites who have no moral integrity and, if not stopped, will

destroy life as we know it. We need to protect the Midterm elections. Her warnings about November 2022 need to be heeded as a

wake-up call to take action--now. Make sure to contact your representatives about the WHO pandemic treaties and all civil liberties

denying "mandates" and other restrictions. Silence and passivity are not an option.
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a Counterinsurgency Plan. We will prevail. No doubt about it.

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Katzenjammer. that's a great, long and well-thought-out article> Thank you! A) The statements about reality-based optimism are

brilliant and important. Thank you for linking this! B) What the article could state more about, is that to identify and rebut beliefs

in peoples' heads is *key* to spawning change. C) He says it very well when pointing out that we can't merely inform (denial

bristles up) but instead, we have to *show* people. Video footage, images will evoke emotional responses, overriding the

denial-based intellect which screens out pure fact. Denial seeks to protect the psyche from emotional pain.

But it doesn't work, because the avoidance of pain is to only stall it until matters become increasingly worse, only to bloom out

all the more in the end. The solution instead, is to Qnd ways to deal with reality. And that is what he is talking about,

metaphorically. Very wise! D) Also, where we feed the beast is by being an online-based society. Come unhooked, become less

trackable and we are part of the solution. That said, to blog can be helpful to educating people. And this is part of our arsenal of

tools. E) Where we have to be strategic and shrewd, is that the other side will read whatever we post to educate.

Then they come up against it with plans of their own. Yet, we have to educate. We have to weigh the risks and beneQts in the

balance. Let the scales tip in the positive direction. And organize in ways that work underground, such as via school

parent-teacher associations. Recruit PTA Board members who walk the paths of integrity, to join and tip the scales in the right

direction. The PTAs will wake up many societal cross sectors and carry heavy political clout. They are a strategic source to

educate, as are college newsletter editors, who are passionate, vocal and uninhibited. Go for it! God bless.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM
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Thank you Dr Steven! Good to see you back on the forum, and you are shrewd and insightful as usual! :-) I wanted to add a

comment to people posting that Naomi Wolf is a shill, a fear monger. I don't blame anybody for that reaction, and am not sure

which way this goes, myself. But I do want to point out a few things here: A) The psyche protects itself from emotional pain, by

using denial as its tool. This skepticism may be shrewd, or it may be a pitfall. B) Whoever would have thought that the WWII

Germany Concentration Camps would have happened?

God forbid, yet they did! Whoever would have imagined Tianenmen Square? Do people of free countries realize that this was

purely the norm, not the exception in dictatorships? Just talk to Anybody, with a capital A, who lived in dictatorial countries, they

will tell you! This is not far fetched nonsense, it is factual and true, the way that oppressors control their people by fear! C) Alas,

for better and for worse, people are given freewill. God does not make us into programmable robots, instead God wants us to

freely choose good.

And that unfortunately, includes the power (I did not use the word "Right") to choose evil. And regrettably, some choose to puff

up their shriveled ego by using power as their tool. It is fake power, the power of fear, the power of control, the power over the

body but not the soul! And not the power to create or rule by truth. D) In the end, the truth WILL Prevail. ***The truth is mightier

than the sword!

Education is our tool***. It may take time for truth to prevail and the people to wake up, god forbid if we really are swallowed up

in dictatorship then it may take centuries.*** Remember, the Iron Curtain fell when masses peacefully protested!*** And as

Ghandi said, "“When I despair, I remember that all through history the way of truth and love have always won. There have been

tyrants and murderers, and for a time, they can seem invincible, but in the end, they always fall. Think of it--always.”
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the warning to get off Twitter, Google, Facebook etc is important. I have always been privacy-conscious and disliked my

searching being manipulated/Qltered without my knowledge or consent. For years I used Duck Duck Go, but even that is now

compromised and I have moved to Brave. Even yesterday I had to hear NPR for a short time, and I’m painfully aware that what

I’m hearing is propaganda. 2-3 years ago I would have said it was my favorite radio station.

Katzenjammer - I hope you are right, but I think it is still prudent to prepare as much as possible, including the Qrearms tips

mentioned here. It is probably all that has saved us from being like Canada already
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nbox4me
Joined On 11/10/2010 8:07:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steven, I can only guess that you've been "bent" just enough by AI messaging to equate Marxism with the fascist multinational

corporations and it make sense to you somehow. The capitalists twist our politics into a corporate proQt machine. And yeah,

Google and ExxonMobil are "woke"? , whatever that is. Corporations and the conservative politicans that they own will do

whatever it takes to advance more proQts, more control, more secrecy, less taxes, and less regulation - the R agenda.

Remember Dump and his "Warp Speed" corporate drug deal that has cost us billions and killed tens of thousands of people

worldwide.

From which fascist machine do you make up "China owns Biden", when the Dump crime family has been in bed with them for

years. He/they made bank with China long ago and continues getting buddy deals on Ivanka's free Chinese trademarks and the

cheap clothes they import. Plus Dump is in love with ALL the dictators, even now, plus all that sweet Russian mob money.

Conservative fascist propaganda is killing America and our fragile democracy.
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of us on the real left are for freedom, equality, truth and integrity. I lived in Chile in the 80s under a right-wing dictator

installed by the U.S. I have seen the government more and more treating U.S. citizens like we have treated other peoples around

the world. It is about money and control and power all of which corrupt. There is one party, the neocons, who think they are right

because they must justify their actions.
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rrealrose
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bfr27915, thanks for your Corbett interview w Mattias Desmet link!
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nbox4me
Joined On 11/10/2010 8:07:11 PM
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Steven, News wash, Naomi wrote this during and because of all the Cheney/Bush fascist power grabs. We (American freedoms)

were quickly going down the rightwing toilet during Pres. Cheney's kleptocracy. The corporate fascist pressures built up during

Obama's sanity until it exploded with the Dump cancer. Trillion dollar billionaire tax transfers, his federal unidentiQed SS agents

kidnapping citizens off US streets, his plans to shoot Americans exercising free speech , preplanning the deadly treason boldly

televised right in our Capitol, and democracy almost lost with his last gasp right wing vote-stealing coup attempt. Clearly, right

wing election-hating fascists are truly the enemy of our fragile democratic freedoms. It's weird that the "normal" right wingers

actually kept Dump from attacking Mexico with missiles. Just say no to the Dump cult before the right wingers Qnally steal our

votes and take us way past step 10.
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And I wish more people on the right (as well as the left) were aware that it's not just Dems that have take some of our freedoms

away that we would have to worry about would take more of our freedoms away. If memory serves me correctly it was under the

Bush Administration that The Patriot Act started and I do know there were some Republicans that voted for it, too! Hello. Some

politicians on both sides that have the same donors. Politicians on both sides that have voted for more wars. If you really want

to protect our freedoms you need to be aware of those on both sides that would take them away!
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carolmalaysia
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news from Geneva points to a total victory for those who opposed the amendments to the International Health Regulations The Biden

Administration suffered an absolutely STUNNING DEFEAT in their attempt to amend the International Health Regulations against the

will of "We the People" Here is a brief summary of what happened: Spectacular news out of Geneva points to a complete and total

victory for those who opposed the amendments to the International Health Regulations proposed by the Biden administration Occial

delegates from wealthy developed nations like Australia, the UK, the European Union and the United States spoke in strong support of

the amendments and urged other states to join them in signing away their countries’ sovereignty.

The Qrst sign, however, that things might not be going the globalists' way, came when Botswana stated that they would be collectively

withholding their support for the reforms’, which many African members were very concerned about. Multiple other countries also said

they had reservations over the changes and would not be supporting them either. These included Brazil, Brunei, Namibia, Bangladesh,

Russia, India, China, South Africa, and Iran. Brazil in particular said it would exit WHO altogether, rather than allow its population to be

made subject to the new amendments. In the end, the WHO and its wealthy nation supporters were forced to back down... Here's a

source of information. jamesroguski.substack.com/p/we-won?utm_source=substack&utm_campaig..
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Carol, thank you for the link about what happened with the WHO Amendments vote!
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Thank you Carolmalaysia! Yes, there are many awake and aware, and many who are educated in the freedom model and believe

in it. Consider also the many, many Attorneys General and Governors who spoke out against the "Vaccine" Mandates, and who

Qled lawsuits. This court ruling struck a home run! childrenshealthdefense.org/.../5th-Stay.pdf  Remember the crowds, packed

like sardines in a can, with waves of people marching and marching for miles nonstop, all so admirably peaceful, protesting the

mandates and the lockdowns virtually world wide. www.bitchute.com/.../CiJxaMlNN8TH  And remember the trucking convoys.

There is an incredibly powerful wakeup movement, people just don't realize it because the awake are smart enough not to talk

about it too much.

But they exist in hordes and droves. Further, I predict that exactly because of the pain, suffering and losses created by the

oppressive measures, the "vaccines" causing deeply serious "side effects" better known as heinous levels of health damage,

and even deaths....well, people are going to wake up more and more. It may be, deeply unfortunately, that pain, suffering and

loss are the very things required to wake people up. And they will wake up> Then there will be a seachange, and many will also

defect in droves to natural medicine, forsaking BigPharma and its dictates. The power of truth is incredible and also,

unstoppable. God bless, and Namaste!
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I agree with some points in this article, but like others, I sure would like to hear why someone who supposedly saw what was going on

voted for Biden. That action alone taints everything she writes and makes us wary.
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Looking back, I believe DT was in on it. He has always been a Democrat. Till all the sudden he starts courting the conservative

crowd. My question was, "What's in it for him?" Read "The Art of the Deal" to get insight into that guy's character. Who started

the lockdowns and paid governors and mayors to shut things down? Trump. Who funded Operation Warp Speed and keeps

yelling, "Get your Trump shots!"? I voted for Trump twice btw. Two sides of the same coin.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Nobody can ever rise to power without "being in on it." People are highly deceived by ALL politicians. They are duped by getting

on the bandwagon of " this guy is on my side and he will support policy that I agree with and want to see implemented" says the

person while DT constantly washes the 666 sign.
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mirandola
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Every well intended person has a right to make mistakes. Openly stating it is nothing but a sign of integrity, if you ask me. God

bless.
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nbox4me
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Naomi actually wrote this watching our devolution into fear and fascism during the neo-cons Cheney/Bush. The steps 1-9 came

with those rightwingers in power. She saw privacy and freedoms stripped away with the right wing Patriot Act, and other Bush

executive orders. Step 10 comes when the right wing Qnally steals our voting machines for real and Qnishes taking away the

freedom to vote. Look who you're allowing to take your freedoms away right in front of your face.
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ThyroidGirl
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I'm wearing a shirt today that says "VACCINE INJURED BODY" best I can do for action when im sick as hell.
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Sorry to hear that; are you using the protocols to mitigate the damage/effects?
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therealjones
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for being brave!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks ThyroidGirl for your action. You are speaking out and without a doubt waking up fence sitters and others. Would be

helpful to hear from everyone Doing Something.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Being as this interview, the information in this article should be front page news but most likely never see the light of day in Legacy

Media, or through Monopoly High Tech controlled information, pay close attention to her solutions. Actual human contact, endeavors

where we provide Locally our most essential needs, to excel alongside the existing systems. All these things she describes, Doc,

Kennedy, Bigtree, have already been on the frontlines exposing this Global Initiative & also offering ways to move into sane, healthier

lives.

Naomi, after once being in the system, knowing where bodies are buried, like Dr. Malone is one more welcomed informed voice seeing

beyond the Captured Political Parties & Institutions speaking from a newly developing awareness of the Real Center of our population.

We should also take heed as she is pointing out the 2nd amendment is a threat to Global Dictators desires. While much focus is on

gun control, the control game has been focusing on controlling a lump of metal doing nothing but rusting until someone picks it up.

Meanwhile, nothing has been addressed about the violence. Gun laws don't prevent domestic violence, mental illness or any of the

kinds of violence. In fact, the go to is to address violence with more violence. Where does the violence come from? The loss of our

humanity, our power, the social structures we once had, the social structures needed to build the social bonds & a healthy environment

around us to live in. Beware, the Parasitic Predator$ most likely move will be to impose non-solutions under the brand of addressing

mental illness, when like the Jab/s do nothing less than cause more mischief and heartache than actually solving anything but the

twisted desires of Parasitic Predator Tribes.

Kennedy has stated we must step outside our comfort zones, this is the hill we must chose to die on. Why? Because whether we chose

to Qght or not, the Predator$ want is to most likely to end this current war with our deaths.
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Tee Shirt seen today & now looking to buy, (or make,) Keep Your Friends Close...Keep Your Farmer Closer!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As always, you hit the nail on the head. We must be willing to take a stand, live or die. Stand for love, kindness and good, not

evil, power and greed, control.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 7:41:55 PM
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALL OF THE SHOOTINGS THAT ARE HAPPENING LATELY ARE TO DRIVE THE GUN GRAB AGENDA, GOV ALLOWING THESE SPREES

HAPPEN PURPOSEFULLY.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 8:06:09 AM
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, they allow. Also participate. Never forget MK-Ultra and other hidden agendas. They (congress) are trying to reduce the legal

size of magazines used in guns. This will make many long riwes and hand guns inoperable. Nothing but a ban on millions of

existing guns.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 11:34:56 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's right, these shootings are funded and orchestrated at great arms length (not a pun) by radical leftist, socialist/fascist,

authoritarian, big government activists. Vote third party, either virtual or actual.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 3:32:45 PM
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, I've been saying that and even some of my conservative friends say that's not what's happening, months ago, I personally

predicted to some of my friends that something really LARGE and EVIL would happen before the next mid-terms so that they

can again steal an election.  Nuff said.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/6/2022 8:06:08 AM
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bmo6564
Joined On 11/28/2018 8:24:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coherent. understandable. simplistic. yet deep awareness information to wake up understanding minds. Thank you for this powerful

interview.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 6:15:57 AM
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see this as their end and not ours. Their last attempt at enslaving us and it's going to fail.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 1:00:29 PM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for saying that! I am moving this one up with a "like". I believe this is entirely possible!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 1:40:10 PM
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There it is ladies and gentlemen the current and future game plan all laid out. The near term / November script is so obviously right on.

The CCP fox is in the DC hen house. Everything we do that's not about action is simply noise ! Very little about life feels right or real.

Can YOU feel it ? What a time to incarnate to potentially experience the End and simultaneously the Beginning ! Either way, massive

challenge and change is here ! Cypher to Neo "Buckle your seatbelt Dorothy, because Kansas... is going bye - bye "
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, they have another pandemic or some other "emergency" up their sleeves to justify another lockdown, for sure; and in the

meantime monkeypox, school shootings, whatever they need to mesmerize the population and train them to focus in one

direction, like a school of Qsh. And they still have Dominion, stay-at-home ballots, etc. However, unlike 2020, THIS time

"normies" will be more aware of how elections are orchestrated events with Qnely controlled outcomes in key districts via

software and other means. So I do wonder if we're going to see a massive steal right in front of our noses; and this time it will

be on display for everyone to see. OR, those elements have been neutered enough so that the big red wave is allowed to play

out in the ballot box. We shall see.  Either way, we win.

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 7:03:42 AM
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God is in control! The end!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 8:21:07 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I doubt the CCP, we have clear evidence of the WEF's inwuence in the White House; several White House aides came from

Blackrock. We have the ruling money class inwuencing Biden at an ever increasing rate, and may simply be mirroring CCP

strategies? This Epoch Times discussion is fairly important this weekend, in understanding just how marginalized the WHO has

become of late. Its the third part of their Headwind series with Robt Malone and Geert Vanden Bossche, Qlmed in Spain - -

www.theepochtimes.com/headwind-3-the-debate-dr-robert-malone-vs-dr-gee..  - - see what you think after watching, and

hopefully you will not be blocked from viewing (not sure, its not their individual share option).
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Personally I think they will try to avoid even having an election since half or more of the nation absolutely sees through the

sham electoral system and won’t stand for it this time. There were powers set in place in the aftermath of 9/11 that are just

waiting for this moment. My guess is those will be activated to prevent an election ever taking place.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope you read this link, it makes so much sense, this has been planned for over 10 years --- a

counterinsurgency---mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..
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derekszen
Joined On 3/2/2012 3:31:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great Interview encouraging and informing. Thank you for bringing this Dr. Mercola.  I guess we have to keep resisting and not

complying. I am in the UK, and have managed to stay unvaxxed and would never take the fake PCR test. Unfortunately I am surrounded

by vaxxed people, and yes, they are behaving like typical hypnotised people. I can see that clearly. I am retired now, but for the past

40+ years was a practising hypnotherapist, my main focus was human development through group sessions.. Sometimes it feels like

all I worked for has been so badly damaged. IMO, we must not back down and keep pushing.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Derekszen thank you! This is very insightful and thanks for stating your background as hypnotherapist to underscore what you

said. I hope people move your statement up! I am giving this a "like", I Qnd this important. Again, thank you!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Derek, if you have not yet caught this James Corbett interview, bfr27915 posted the link above and below, you may enjoy

watching/hearing it - Breaking Free From Mass Formation with Mattias Desmet -

www.corbettreport.com/desmet-massformation
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If Biden looking at his watch during a military funeral was meticulously scripted by Design is not the baby formula "crisis" being

meticulously scripted by Design also?
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have a friend who works for a major grocery chain in FL. She said there are pallets of "recalled" infant formula (that has been

removed from the sales shelves) in the back that have just been sitting there, suspiciously.
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vassil
Joined On 2/6/2016 4:10:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The minute the world accepted and was Qghting over masks believing that they provide protection against a virus, the shocking reality

of the immeasurable depth of human ignorance and inanity washed in broad daylight. Obviously there is no use of www, smartphones,

4Gs, 5Gs, 10Gs, etc. As long as these human traits prevail, there will be swindlers who will proQt from it
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axkershaw
Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All of the tyrannies described by Wolf did not have a long history of freedom such as that experienced by North Americans. I don't

think Trudeau will be successful in declaring Martial Law again. In the US we not only have state govts. but county govts. with

enforcement by elected sheriffs. The can cleave to the Constitution better than the SCOTUS or POTUS. Wolf is correct about the

special forces mercenaries, but they will be wown in by private jets not wait in line or sneak in over the borders.

Many are already here and use popular protests to create chaos. What Wolf did not mention was that those special ops mercenaries

that she so well describes were the ones that took the peaceful Maidan Orange Revolution and turned it violent. Both sides in the

conwict were shot from the same locations with the same weapons, according to the MDs that cared for the wounded. As Gore Vidal

said long ago the rulers do not need to conspire; they think alike. As was evident with how rapidly lockdowns, masking and distancing

mandate were implemented world wide.

At the root of it all are the international banksters that want to impose Central Bank Digital Currency. If that is imposed reversing it will

be very diccult. Austin Fitts in Solari.com lays it out well. She calls them Mr Global. What we see as Who, CDC, WEF, FDA, USDA,

Pentagon, CIA, NSA already are captured by Mr. Global and function as Mr Global's mercenaries and minions. All is not lost. The 1%

cannot control the 99% if they do not cooperate.

A general strike would change things dramatically. It does not take many, as The Freedom Convoy demonstrated and the general

strikes in 1934, 1918 and such showed. The 1% has very carefully removed that history from our schools. The greatest nightmare of

the billionaire class is that the 99% will awaken. We do not need to be violent. It can be done with non-violent civil disobedience.

Ghandi and MLK Jr. very dramatically showed that. One easy tactic is to keep a stash of cash.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"A long history of freedom" is no guarantee. It can easily lead to abject complacency waiting to be exploited by tyrants.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Axkershaw, thank you! THere are already many awake people, witness the trucking convoys and the mandate protests world

wide with soooooo many MOBS of people!!! As for nonviolent protest, I agree with you whole heartedly. Where people were

gunned down for their free speech in Rumania, all it took was the chanting of the crowds, and the president had to be airborn

with his wife by helicopter because of the power of the crowds, and the dictatorship fell! That's all it took! When people realized

that they would die for speaking up, or die for not speaking up, they spoke up, and look at the result! It can happen here too, if it

could happen there. In fact, one more food for thought, for those thinking violence is the way out, this is the Qrst and foremost

way to discredit any movement, based on which the power structure comes in and tightens the noose even more. Nonviolence

is the way to go. Thank you Axkershaw!

Renzsmith, I believe what you are saying is also true. THere are many sleepers who may never awake, but many also may and

also already are. We may have a mix of cross sectors, and already do. I think more and more people are going to wake up, as

many already are. God bless.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So Wolf was an advisor to the Clinton crime family? Free trade opened the door to CCP and set the stage for the hollowing out of

America...She should have told em to "go kill themselves" before they erased so many millions....Is this more controlled opposition

propaganda? Doom, gloom, God..Be Scared! Wordy distractions only help stupify and sicken the public. Hey, anyone can write a

book...I did it..but just where is she coming from? Our government is totally bonkers and blatantly treasonous and should be arrested.

 www.lewrockwell.com/2022/06/no_author/police-and-military-atten-hut/
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A puppet government nominally "headed" by Joe the PINO, otherwise described as Joe the President in Name Only.  Who's tweaking

his strings?  What sentient person votes for this puppet?  Don't like him? Vote for Trump or another candidate OR don't vote at all.  As

for "public health". A noble idea and cause in the beginning when contagion reigned. The "public" in that phrase is unable and unwilling

to recognize the individual conditions which comprise what's called the "public". Not unlike individuals contributing one hot dog of

their selection to a common kettle, then when all are boiling the individual tries vainly to retrieve his singular contribution from the

whole. Can't be done.  "Public health" is a noble goal with good intentions. "Good intentions" ALWAYS come with hidden costs and

caveats exploitable by those keen to enhance their power, prestige, and wealth.  Just say "no".
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, you wrote: "For example, no one can hack or surveil an in-person assembly, provided you don’t have your cell phones on

you." Yes, you are right, thank you for that. And please also turn off Alexa. Better yet, ditch it altogether. Alexa is nothing more than a

very eccient listening-in device. I am not knowledgeable of how far it goes with TV cameras and computer speakers. Something to

consider. In gyst, safeguarding privacy is key. It is the warrantless wiretapping which enables much to happen. That is why coming

unhooked from the internet and online world is also *key* to our liberation. Yet, we can also use it as a tool for outreach and

education. Thank you for all you do Dr Mercola.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There has been such an increase in humanity's consciousness as we enter the Photon Belt that, one day, the creators of the

pseudo-reality will turn around and realize that the enlightened are no longer there and that a more powerful alternate reality than they

could ever imagine (but which they fear) has triumphed.  We create with our consciousness. It is the greatest force.
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petsur
Joined On 2/12/2010 5:14:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m still amazed at the number of its citizens this country is willing to kill for its agenda.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

petsur, Scroll over to 17:57 in this video and listen to how many people they want to kill off in the world. It comes from their own

mouths. Believe them! rumble.com/v16s6ga-emergency-saturday-broadcast-wapo-reports-biden-pre..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They have not yet felt enough pain, but its coming The coddled and entitled American
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man8850
Joined On 5/26/2021 10:36:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No respectable Jew would surrender their material wealth and career ever as Naimi would have you believe. She made attacks against

the Traditional Roman Catholic Church and she even discloses that she's indeed Jewish. And Jesus supplanted Judaism with His Holy

Church. This is her nightmare! Thus she's a pitch person for Zionism i.e. the NWO. Beware of Wolf in sheep's clothing.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is it that the authorities actually want us to DO? That is the question I have asked myself over and over since March 2020. I have

to conclude that in fact they do not want us to DO anything, but rather that this is a killing time. Their plans certainly involve a

reordering of society, but the main objective is for it to be a deadly transition. And of course the killing has begun. I found it

astonishing about a month ago when the WHO issued a report saying that in fact there have been 12 million excess death in the last 2

years, in addition to all the deaths they had already contributed to covid.

Hardly anyone reported on this. This was the most astonishing piece of news I have heard in my 55 years of life. They seemed to imply

that many of these were covid deaths, but how can they possibly speculate on the cause of death when they suddenly just discovered

all of these Corpses that must have been piling up all over the world! This is about survival now. This is like the Maoist cultural

revolution only worse. Big Tech, Big Pharma, Big Media, Big Government is trying to swallow us. It's a lot of Big Ick!
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gpn6349
Joined On 10/18/2021 11:15:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“These people have no respect for human life,” Wolf says.“ -- Do you want the truth? These entities are non-human and have a lifespan

of many thousands of years They live in the invisible planes of our planet and use our vibration of Fear for the "food" that sustains

them. Many will not believe what I have just writen. That is exactly what they are counting on.
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am wondering where the other feminists and/or left-wing voices are. Naomi wolf saw what was obvious, and her eyes were opened.

How is it that so many others remain in denial and in the dark? Yes, there's a huge movement by dems, gays, blacks, etc to leave the

dem plantation, but it didn't prevent the big steal of the election, so I'm worried.
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MaryJ610
Joined On 1/19/2012 10:39:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good will overcome the evil. Prayer is very powerful. That is where I put my energy against all this evil from the demoncrats!
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MaryJ610
Joined On 1/19/2012 10:39:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And pray the rosary!
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it's very telling when I hear canned responses like these. Prayer is important, but God isn't fooled. I'm a Christian. If free

will is merely prayer, it spells trouble. Faith without works is dead.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maryj610, praying to a mortal woman who died 2,000 years ago and is in the grave awaiting the Resurrection is your

prerogative. But please do your research. She was the chosen vehicle, the mother of Yeshua. However, she was simply a mortal

woman and became far from a virgin. She bore at least 6 other children. James, Joseph, Judas, Simon and at least 2 daughters.

See Matthew 6:3.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These people have planned the dystopia for several generations to all appearances...It's not that they can accomplish more than other

humans can accomplish, that they have some kind of magical or demonic powers, it's because of the planning, because of the long

accumulated Qnancial power, because of these peoples badly damaged psychology, that they appear as so powerful, but they are few,

and we are many and, as Jesus said..."ye are as gods, yet ye know it not"...Well it's time to start knowing exactly how powerful we

actually are and to start putting it into practice. It'll take courage and determination, but I'm sure we're capable!
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Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a Counterinsurgency Plan. The 11.11.18 Decode unlocks a compelling series of connections, and reveals the presence and

purpose of the Counterinsurgency in present time. We will prevail. No doubt about it. Do NOT succumb to despair:

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A nice long read as to what is happening in the world and what is on the horizon. Thanks for the link. I am going to use it

elsewhere today. Here is a quote from the linked article. "Waking the population is no small task. We’re working against

generations of mind entrainment; deployed 24/7, from cradle to grave."
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I only read to where this woman said that she voted for Biden. She must be quite simple minded or totally ignorent of the Socilogical

Realities imbedded in Creation. Whoever attempts to brake those rules WILL come second. Just look what happened in our South

Africa, when a sophisticated, wealthy and militarily powerful government would not stop pushing an under developed populace down !

Humans have genes in them that severely object. Primates and social animals have such genes in them. Genes that are pro survival.

Look at what is happening in Ukrain now. It is a life and death Qght. Look at the effect Dr M had on the Monsanto giant! Look at how

the Natural Health industry is developing.

It is a different world by far today, than the one the Nazi's manage to get a grip on. I am no expert but I have a stong feeling Trump is

going to be back on top after these November elections. Pelosi is going to lose her job, Trump could be installed in her place and then

Harris and Biden could be impeached and the whole senario changes ? What we have to face is the fact that most peoples a sheeples,

yes. Only 2,5% of people are self starters and individualist. But out of 7 billion people, that must be quite a number ? They will lead the

way but not with scaremongering ? Just take note of what happened with covid !
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TexasRed77
Joined On 2/1/2021 7:51:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elections are merely political theater now. The powers that be behave like they don’t care if we vote against them because they

know the voting is rigged in their favor.
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dav2912
Joined On 2/15/2022 5:55:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here! I was on alert when she said she was pro choice then tuned her out when she said she voted for Biden!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Between now and Nov Election something BIG is bound to happen to not allow voting as we know it. It's palpable now
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markyoung12
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:24:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree that we need to fear any "treaty" with the W.H.O. that threatens control over our health, or any legislation by Congress, States

or local government, which violate our God-given, unalienable rights including those unspeciQed as per Amendments 9 and 10. Any

such treaty or legislation is VOID. But of course, the federal govt and States pass legislation or issue orders that are unconstitutional

all the time. And most people just keep on with the Nuremberg defense "we're were just following orders" because they don't know

their rights. The federal government has no delegated power to even deal with health care. See: Thirty Enumerated Powers

https://tenthamendmentcenter.com/?s=supremacy+clause/historical-docume..  Supremacy Clause tenthamendmentcenter.com

"There is no position which depends on clearer principles, than that every act of a delegated authority, contrary to the tenor of the

commission under which it is exercised, is void.

"No legislative act, therefore, contrary to the Constitution, can be valid. To deny this, would be to acrm, that the deputy is greater than

his principal; that the servant is above his master; that the representatives of the people are superior to the people themselves; that

men acting by virtue of powers, may do not only what their powers do not authorize, but what they forbid." Federalist 78, Alexander

Hamilton
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With the gift of discernment that you apparently have, I cannot fathom why on God's green earth you would vote for the Biden

administration. I'm not a writer or columnist, but I saw this coming a long time ago. Common sense was obvious, the Trump

administration was bringing the USA back into the forefront. . Everything was better. Who on EARTH would vote for that moron and his

evil, brain dead VP? God help us.
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"You are the big project. Through continuous genetic reprogramming we have improved you. Millennium after millennium, life after life.

Now you are ready to receive us deQnitively. We are destined to rule the Earth, to rule over the other races in the entire universe. It was

the only way to stop the wars. To create a being that can host us all. On a planet that is a good genetic pool. Thus, you are the product

of the 13 races. The 13 different geneticists each thought of their own interests. Creating in you what you call "inner conwict." There is

a limitless genetic war between the 13 races. But in the end we are the ones who triumph. Now you are only ours."  "6 Days on Earth"

(2010)  www.bitchute.com/.../Rx3lkWj4FGfQ   Sci-Real (Corrado Malanga) The Documentary about the deleted movie: "6 Days on

Earth" (2010)  www.bitchute.com/.../9DR4QmOgSXfB
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ktk7024
Joined On 11/25/2014 9:37:01 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all, thank you for this story! It's well done and I'm excited to read Naomi Wolf's book! I would kindly request that you not link to

Amazon though. My hard earned dollars do not need to be funneled in that direction! I do enjoy your "fact checked" wag at the

beginning of articles too!
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did not think our wind and rain was a serious storm. Nonetheless, I was not surprised when the power went out. I grabbed one of the

solar lanterns I keep on the window sill and my solar radio. I Qgured my Qrst priority needed to be a get a shower while there was still

had hot water. I had places to go and things to do today. I needed to be well-scrubbed and presentable. Since I never wear makeup,

doing my toilette in a partially-lit bathroom was not an issue. I started thinking, what if this had been an actual EMP? What kinds of

things would I have needed that I did not have? I have a good supply of water, a water Qlter and a very full wine cellar.

; - ) -But, my trucks were outdoors and not under a protective metal building. Meaning many people, such as myself, would be stranded

in the exact location where they were at the time to make do with what they had on hand. So, consider whether you have what you

need. Nowadays, it is also a good idea to keep gas tanks topped off. Keep working on your food supply, heat and energy needs. Be

prepared to be cut off from services such as medical and medicines. Out-of-contact with loved ones. Just some things to think about.
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Qibeau
Joined On 1/27/2017 10:17:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nazism under Hitler was described by Ken Wilber as tribalism hijacking the tools of rationality. Now the situation is much worse since

the same kind of forces have access to even more sophisticated arsenal of weapons and also control over information technology.

During WW II it was just Industrial era. The Informationsl Era will be much worse for these tribalist level powers which are bent on

destroying the world. Everyone should heed the wakeup call of Naomi Wolf.
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mickez
Joined On 8/19/2021 10:11:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Naomi wolf is accurate in assessing that there is a nonhuman element to this agenda . Not just Spiritual ... but alien as well . I

believe this fully . And in the currant climate , nothing will surprise me .
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afcmdllc
Joined On 10/6/2020 3:59:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ms. Wolf mentioned the organ harvesting of Uyghurs in China but did not mention that Falun Gong practitioners have, for over 20

years, been the primary targets for organ harvesting. What the CCP learned on Falun Gong they have transferred to use on Uyghurs.

Ann F. Corson MD Doctors Against Forced Organ Harvesting https://dafoh.org
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Pony55
Joined On 7/3/2021 8:27:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The United States of America is a Republic. Anyone who refers to our country as a democracy has no real understanding of our

Declaration of Independence, Constitution, and Bill of Rights. This is an easy litmus test for politicians and wannabes like Naomi.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the USA is and was a dumping grounds for the crap the European countries didn't want around.....
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lilnewtdog
Joined On 4/28/2015 8:24:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Something tells me XI is not in on the WEF and has been duped by the Pandemic. The WEF and other world orgs like Bill and Melinda

Prop up the CCP and hope they are on their side. The CCP are superior at manipulation and so is Russia for that matter. I am not so

sure they all see Eye to eye. I just hope we can defend ourselves after these three-start bombing each other. Biden is on the WEF side.

Don't understand how your fountain of knowledge didn't tell you that before you voted for him. It was and is smacking us in the face.
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mctbreezygmail.com
Joined On 6/5/2022 7:31:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy *** this is some good reading.
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've written here once before that I've re-embraced a more primitive lifestyle nearly devoid of electronics and am loving it. Like a breath

of fresh air in a stuffy room. Electronics is fencing humanity in before plowing it under. There is still time to get outside of the fence.

Ditch the sh*t. "Until we have begun to go without them, we fail to realize how unnecessary many things are. We've been using them

not because we needed them, but because we had them." -Lucius Seneca
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mckeefery
Joined On 10/3/2013 12:28:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Naomi Wolf, I agree; this is biblical. I do disagree with one of your comments that the Nazi's could not have imagined the success of

our situation today: IMO, WWII experiments in the camps were to DETERMINE the Qnal solution. In fact with some research you will

Qnd that thalidomide was created and tested in the camps by following the chemist who took it to market after the war.
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iliVili
Joined On 6/5/2022 4:26:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

According to the SCOTUS, no treaty supersedes the US Constitution for domestic law. So even if the US signs a treaty with the WHO, it

won’t be binding on domestic affairs. But I’m sure that won’t stop the bastards from breaking the law until the lawsuits can rectify it.

 www.thelibertybeacon.com/treaties-vs-the-constitution
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DeadDogWorms
Joined On 5/30/2020 6:30:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It has been getting worse and worse and worse since 1980 ~ give or take ~ it is exponential.
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2healor
Joined On 6/5/2022 1:29:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think draining the swamp and the great reset can be 2 opposing and yet the same agenda reforming the system that best beneQts for

elite and getting rid of what they say traditional society considered old and useless eaters not Qt for the upcoming AI, and these

societies do not have a place in the AI globalized world. Pretty much, the global South is the main target and not so much the West by

spreading information covertly that population of the West is shrinking and therefore targeting non Western societies, perhaps with

the exception of China, Japan, might have the same values as the West.

This is the reason why most Western societies do not act towards Qghting the Globalists or prevent their government from tyranny. By

this time, Americans and Western population used to be Qghters in a sense they demand, take the streets to force their

representatives from complacency for the upcoming tyranny. Representatives, without backing of their constituents are not able to do

anything in the government. The only resistance l see is from very few Libertarians.
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Joined On 7/8/2013 3:01:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The study referred to by Wolf & Mercola about the reduced IQ of babies born during the plandemic is here.

www.medrxiv.org/.../2021.08.10.21261846v1.full.pdf  My cohort was called the Alienated War Babies. Who knows what this cohort

will be called. I hope it is supportive and offers them beneQts worldwide. Intuitively, I suspected as much so I purposefully do not mask

and smile and talk to babies and children. Not that a smiling, babbling, crazy Gringo can make a difference, but one must try.
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kccheeks
Joined On 6/19/2006 4:03:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

..Answer. To vote out all liberals from occe! Sounds harsh. But, they Are the ones with the agenda, & platform destroying this country,

& our lives! It's extremism! Vote them out, Please!!
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Joined On 6/5/2022 11:56:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The New World Order and Great Reset Agenda is the Alien Agenda

www.bibliotecapleyades.net/vida_alien/alien_humanitymanipulationalien8..  It’s time for people to go deeper into this reality that must

be confronted. The Aliens, the Reptilians and the Grays are the over lords, directing the NWO and WEF and all agendas. This is why

humans are being devalued bc our leaders know we will murdered or used for AI. The plan is to lower population by 85%. To not study

this issue is mental suicide. Please get Mercola to read this asap.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 12:24:49 PM
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“These people have no respect for human life,” Wolf says. “I think these people will stop at nothing ... I mean there are new laws that

have been passed that allow a newborn to be euthanized within a month after birth.”  Might that include pre-born life, Naomi?
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Brightbeautifuldays
Joined On 6/5/2022 3:07:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was I censored for writing about Jesus? Neither of my posts went up.
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ric5998
Joined On 3/23/2021 11:44:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Faraday bags may limit exposure but they don't eliminate connectivity. You need a solidly sealed metal box.
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The cadaver in chief along with his other zombies are here to stay. The takeover has already occurred. Nothing is sacred or safe.

Education (Indoctrination Centers), Hospitals (The new killing Qelds), Pharma (The original death centers), and corporations are all in

on it. They just don't know how bad it'll be.  2nd A, precious metals, seeds/food, land, well, and creativity! And a couple of like-minded

friends.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of teachers, nurses, doctors, police know they are doing wrong but don't see how deep the evil goes. They think they'll

escape. Wrong! The baddies at the top will gladly kill them with myocarditis too.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

secularheretic.substack.com/.../is-biden-a-nazi
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Breaking Free From Mass Formation with Mattias Desmet - www.corbettreport.com/desmet-massformation   Well worth the time

(1:07) - insightful.
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sussmuss
Joined On 6/4/2009 1:04:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Naomi wolff is a road scholar......
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW. Great interview. Good information. Bad news. Forewarned is forearmed.
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bru96949
Joined On 5/15/2019 9:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking at this topic as if recent headlines are the explanation ignores the fact that this take over began with the interstate highway

system that Eisenhower implemented. That allowed interstate trucking, which destroyed the local economy...and, ultimately, lead to

China's dominance in the world manufacturing process. And, of course, all of our corporate leaders helped that unfold.
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kameshe420
Joined On 4/1/2022 9:55:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No regard for life not just human life. Attack mostly on babies and animals.
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leeoriginals
Joined On 1/20/2016 9:18:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so very much for adding comments re: prayer. Our Nation must repent and turn to God again (or) for the Qrst time! Dr.

Mercola, you have been a lifeline for me! I am only alive today at 72 because of prayer and what I have learned from you. We were born

for "such a time as this". I am so grateful.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't resonate fully with Ms. Wolf although I generally agree with the thrust of the interview. I formed the impression that she was

demonizing men in an inwammatory way from a high place back in the days when she was an extreme feminist. I didn't read her myself

but words about her from someone I trust. She talks about "unidentiQed, very mercenary looking" men in Ottawa during "martial law,"

unsure of their provenance and then declared the same type to have been mercenaries in France - claiming it as fact. I was at the

crucial confrontation between police and citizens in Ottawa and I don't know how she could possibly tell that those weren't good

Canadian police and mounties. I don't like Trudeau or freezing the assets but I'm not sure it was martial law. She also said that she's

the granddaughter of a woman who lost seven children in the holocaust. Did she not have a grandfather. And yes, voting for Biden.
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abolishfda
Joined On 11/7/2011 1:42:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is it true Canadian police have unlimited authority? I read an article about your police forcing entry into to homes and arresting

people that allegedly refused to quarantine, mask , or get vaxxed
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Those were You N troops at the trucker's protest.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi abolish, They don't have unlimited authority. I do remember seeing a video of police forcibly entering a dwelling in Quebec,

something to do with the lockdowns.b I don't remember the speciQcs of why that place. It's the only such incident I know of.

Brian, are you sure they were UN troops? I hadn't heard that as was following the affair quite closely at the time.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Imaginal, through the process of elimination one can observe no Canadian law enforcement agencies act like that. The police

chief resigned because he knew what was planned. It took them awhile to assemble but had no problem destroying the peaceful

demonstration. Dressed in total black without any identifying agency, name, badge or number. DeQnitely not Canadian.
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Johman0
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:23:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She said her grandmother lost nine siblings to na***.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

John, my point was that while she said her grandmother lost 9 siblings to ***, her grandfather was part of that too.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brian, perhaps you're right and the Ottawa police responders were UN guys. I don't know but will keep an eye out for this; thanks

for the tip.
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Brenda73
Joined On 6/11/2015 8:57:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

While watching the convoy, somebody posted pictures or video of a UN airplane at one of the airports, perhaps Thunder Bay?

That was the evidence that they were in Canada at the time.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Brenda, The presence of a UN logo on a plane in Thunder Bay may be suggestive but imo is not evidence of UN troops in Ottawa

during the protests. Thunder Bay is 925 miles west of Ottawa.
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abolishfda
Joined On 11/7/2011 1:42:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wolf is 59 years old! she looks much younger, must be Mercola's anti aging advice
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll bet she wears no make-up, too. The Beauty Myth!
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The situation is becoming dire but I agree the worst thing we can do is nothing. Christians please pray that this evil will be overcome

even if you haven't been to church for a long time and for those who do not believe in any religion (but do believe in a benevolent divine

intelligence) can help too by seeing these tyrants being overcome ..... every day. See it, taste it rejoice in it. Meanwhile we can take

practical steps to prepare ourselves for the worst but keep praying for the best. Start building your communities. I attend every

demonstration I can, write letters to politicians, I phone them and visit them.

The face to face meetings are always the most powerful and I am always amazed how much knowledge they lack. Some really don't

know what's going on. I do not want to have any regrets. I am aware that I chose to be alive at this time like so many others on this

site. When we pass through the veil to the other side are we going to look back on our life and be proud of how we stood up in one of

the most critical times in history or are we going to shake our head and wish we had done more. Fear paralyzes ..... faith propels us

forward.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 5:19:51 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So true. Thank you. Work as if everything depends upon you; pray as if everything depends upon God.

mistermicawber.substack.com/p/breaking-the-spell-of-the-warlocks?r=110..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 6:38:38 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I believe God will use this great evil to save souls. Then He will intervene when the time is right. Maybe to bring in a millennial

kingdom or sweep earth up into Heaven. Don't passively wait on "the Rapture."

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 7:07:17 AM

' Like  ( Dislike
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kauni26
Joined On 1/7/2015 2:34:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No True American writes a book entitled 'The End of America'. 'Nobody knows Anything', Necessity of the mother of invention, You

can't ignore the consequences of ignoring reality .. yada, yada. Americans Always pull together, support each other in a catastrophic

event.. Americans are Armed to the Teeth .. Mercenaries average salary is $250K a year; but so what?.. All States are sovereign from

DC  Sheriff's hold all the power. Do Not underestimate the actions of the 20% that are fully awake.. Wolfe can warn us, but she has no

right to cut our morale with her negativity...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 3:35:42 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rather, Ms. Wolf is utterly realistic.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 5:53:10 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Last sentence? So why do you listen to her negativity????

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 5:59:26 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Katzenjammer5
Joined On 3/25/2017 3:45:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EXACTLY RIGHT. Thank you.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 6:39:45 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's like saying no True Human admits they have terminal cancer and are dying. Death happens to civilizations as well as

individuals. Denial of how bad things are won't save us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 12:30:12 PM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

Brightbeautifuldays
Joined On 6/5/2022 3:07:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jesus of the bible is inQnitely, eternally, and completely more powerful than everyone and everything combined. He created the world

and all that is in it. He is able to turn everything and anything around. Believers need to repent of their many sins and be called out,

true lights in the darkness. Unbelievers, this is your chance to call out to Jesus for His free gift of everlasting life. No matter what you

have done, Jesus will forgive you and save you if you repent and have faith that He died for you (to bear your sins so you wouldn't have

to) and have faith that He was raised from the dead (so that you could live in the perfection that He is). His way is not tyranny, but is all

giving from love so that all are loved.  You won't have a chance after you die. Call to Jesus today and He will rescue you. for, “Everyone

who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved" (Romans 10:13).

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 6/5/2022 3:25:34 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

jasonpaulstratosgmail.co
Joined On 8/10/2021 12:58:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know there is so much reaction about everything going on and how horrible our leaders have become, and how can they do this to

us yada yada, It's all a distraction as to what is really taking place. And the amazing thing about it is it's already been reveled, but no

one wants to believe it! People, read the books that are available. in fact they are available on Audible.com LEARN about the Nazi's

making packs with the Reptilians back in the 1930's and 40's, followed by the US after Admiral Bird got his ass kicked in operation

"Hi-Jump" Let me say, humans are not capable of this behavior. It's not in our DNA period !! SOoooo WHO or WHAT is? Well, If humans

are not capable of this type of behavior,

Then what about NON-HUMANS??? Gee, really,? Oh but aliens don't exist Right?. People, WAKE UP !!!! The Reptilian race has been on

this planet far longer that humans have. They are an ancient race that is in control of this planet, and thousands of other planets

across our galaxy alone. And their plan isn't to share the Earth with us forever! Learn how the Nazi Germans took over the US, military,

banking, and space force through the Reptilian's "5th column" strategy that conquers us from within. This was done through "Operation

Paperclip" In 1960 Nazi German "Wernher von Braun" was assimilated into NASA where he served as director of the newly formed

"Marshal Space Flight Center. - Think that was a good idea? The agenda is what it always was.

Depopulate the planet, enslave & control humanity. Read the book "DARK FLEET" by Len Hasten and "ALIEN WORLD ORDER" Start

watching http://www.unitednetwork.news  - with Kimberly Ann Goguen - for UPLIFTING NEWS !! www,gvinstitute,org

www.gvinstitute,org/marduk-draco-earth-control-grid/ "Ceres Colony Cavalier" by Tony Rodrigues - Super Soldier of Ceres

www.Farsightprime..com - Top Remote viewers disclosure Ever heard of this? "Divide and Conquer" We fall for this over and over

again. Vaxers/Anti-Vaxers - Oh My!
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GodsWorkInProgress
Joined On 11/5/2017 12:46:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

reptilians are actually one of many types of demonic entities.. and yes, i wouldn't be surprised in the least if it were conQrmed

those in high places in our world governments have bargains and dealings with them to this present day. Not that I have any

inside info or know, but nothing surprises me. Just looking in the eyes of some of these politicians and pharmacuetical CEO's

a~icts my spirit. There is alot of darkness in their hearts. Probably alot of the technology that poses environmental damage,

kills off pollinating insects, etc, causes cancer was at one time introduced to us by these demonic entities....Anything to further

corrupt the Earth that God created.

Now we have 5G- which will create more of a mess on planet Earth. Hitler also "interacted" with various otherworldly entities-

who were nothing but demons. Every culture since the beginning of World History has had some sort of dealings with so called

"aliens".. even sacriQcing their children to these entities. Probably the only nation that was spared from this (until they

compromised and followed the practice of the outlying nations around them) was ancient Israel.

Ancient Isreal, being the most insigniQcant and "worthless" nation compared with all others, was chosen by God to belong to

Him , become separate from the other nations, and ultimately be used by Him to bless and enlighten the other nations of His

reality and to discern those who pose as "angels of Light" who are nothing more than demons in disguise. We need to pray big

time and continually for all mankind- as well as this planet.. and while wer'e at it, pray for God's angels in their constant battle in

the Heavenly's against the demonic forces out there.
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mir8793
Joined On 8/6/2016 1:29:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting read, Miss Wolf comes across as unhinged. Paranoid? Over 1 million people died or more died in this country from Covid.

She had me with, “Their sending test swabs to China”?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Supposedly we had one of our largest population increases at the same time we had all these covid19 deaths. In othere words,

no one died of covid19.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of those in this country who "died from Covid" actually died of something else with Covid or with a positive Covid test. It

was never as bad as they made it out to be. If it was, deaths in 2020 would have been much higher than previous years, and they

were not. Now AFTER the Covid jab, that's where deaths are mounting. But is it in the news? No.
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Handdsh
Joined On 3/2/2009 7:00:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Around 2007, Chinese Communism was being brought into the US. education system. Any Christians in Education were blocked from

meetings so they wouldn't protest against it. "Mysteries of the mind" radio station & "The Kevin Smith show" revealed. Both the

announcers were given heart attacks.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Putin is not an idiot, he will never use nuclear. If he will, it will be the last resort, where there is no other alternative, and not as an

"attack" but as a "defense". Ukraine, on the other had, the monkey with a grenade, constantly is trying to provoke e and sabotage. This

is what they have been doing so far - creating and blaming on Russia. Several disasters already has been prevented by Russians, that

is why several nuclear power stations were taken under control Qrst. Though in Zaporizhzhie Ukrainians cut the t electricity for a few

minutes, that was quickly restored with the help of Belarus power plant.

Otherwise - we would have to face another Chernobyl. There are a few chemical plants in Ukraine, that can be used as a biological

weapon... And once again, Ukrainians plan to use it and blame it on Russia If it is true about China, I think we all self-destruct before

they have a chance to use their plan. I don't believe it though, I need to see the documents myself and I don't see the point of this

"plan".

There have been so many lies around, especially about China, so it is like @ Nietzsche : “I'm not upset that you lied to me, I'm upset

that from now on I can't believe you.” I agree that there is more behind this all this: "God vs evil" the Qre in Notre-Dame de Paris was a

sign. I thought this then and I am sure about it... "The day will come when nine sick people will come to a healthy one and say: you are

sick because you are not like us" -- Anthony the Great
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tan, some good information. Thanks.
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tan2582
Joined On 3/19/2015 10:40:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Donbas is under massive shelling... Over the past week, 500 bombs per day on civilian cities... They are shooting everywhere,

even at hospitals where the Ukrainian wounded are. This is the "use of the weapons that sent by US and EU ... and when

retreating, Ukrainian *** kill, torture, and rape, burn churches and destroy civil infrastructure, mine everything, including dead ...

sorry, perhaps off the subject, but this is another piece of the puzzle that makes the whole picture
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hervaycomcast.net
Joined On 3/11/2022 5:29:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What? She voted for Biden? Can that be true? I stopped reading after that because no one who is that naive, stupid or corrupted (take

your pick) can have anything to say that I would trust.
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Disapeared
Joined On 10/5/2021 3:48:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

*** *** ***, what about Stalin Stalin Stalin? Why had ollyhood and propagalishers bombed the world with unending numbers of Nazi

stories but very few about Stalin murdering many more of his own people?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many are aware that Russian peoples took a much greater hit during and after WWII, than all other countries combined. The

combination of war, famine, weather, failure to plant, and displacement off their lands caused unfathomable harms and deaths.
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lilnewtdog
Joined On 4/28/2015 8:24:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How could she of voted for Biden? So much knowledge, I knew all she is saying before the election.
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btryan1
Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Major question I have is how can I take seriously a seemingly intelligent author and person of inwuence regarding current global

affairs and direction when she voted for the China controlled current biden regime?
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, the former narcissist in chief who had his election stolen and attempted to expose the cabal in DC turned out to be a

vax salesman and promoter of RINOs. Crimes against humanity for every one of them. No matter who they are. Bohemian Grove

Obama should be Qrst
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Non sense and gar..ge. Easy to blame "communist" China, "stalinists"...who the hell are "stalinists" anyway ??? And "communist" china

? How is it that in "communist" China capitalism is wourishing ??? US is deQnitely at the peak of its corruptive regime of creating

proxies (ukraine and others) in order to use them to force american interests anywhere Washington likes. What US has created in

Ukraine is going to backQre big time.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummm...why do fastfoods and every other store , cafe and restaurant sell this ? Soybean oil fed to rats, and monkeys makes them

behave very badly...Hummmm....  >>>  www.eurekalert.org/.../669756   <<<>>>

 www.researchgate.net/publication/8647164_Increased_aggressive_behaviou..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OH.......its all Them Little things........like wuoride in all your foods and water..and toothpaste and soy bean oil and New research

shows soybean oil not only leads to obesity and diabetes, but could also affect neurological conditions like autism..........and Da

Jab and Covid and omicron and AIDS and hepatitis and small pix and monkey pox and dire aha and cancer and heartaches and

brainwashing diabetes and HDHT and yadayadayada......on and oin...... and most can be easily avoided by what you feed your

face.....you are what you eat.....
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mze07481
Joined On 1/14/2016 11:37:18 AM
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Voted for Biden? Not very bright.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SHOCKING Hospital treatment Banning Ivermectin Mistreating Covid Patietns..

www.lifesitenews.com/episodes/shocking-audio-tapes-prove-hospitals-are..
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Uncle.Fester
Joined On 11/3/2020 6:45:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So she begins by stating that China has taken over DC. Then says Ukraine and Afghanistan troops are fooding over our southern

border with high tech weaponry. But then shifts gears to blame the evil elite and the bought and paid for politicians for the Qnal

downfall of America, with the rest of the world falling like dominos afterwards. China has its hands full with Taiwan, Russia is busy

with Ukraine, the Cabal is a paper tiger and believe it or not, we have some very talented people Qghting in the shadows for the good

ole USA... oh I forgot, Ms. Wolf is pushing a new book, and in this day and age FEAR SELLS, no matter how inaccurately it is presented.
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At least she is selling fear in the right direction.
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Joymartin76
Joined On 12/25/2007 12:55:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh please! Open your eyes and look around you. The evidence of what she says is going on is so obvious. We don't need a book

to tell us what is happening. Don't ignore the signs.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well said JoyMartin. This stuff is happening in front of our eyes. Just like the emptying grocery shelves as the supply chain

crumbles.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We will not get out of this. By God's grace we shall get through this. We need to think in terms of catacombs or a Land of Goshen.

What I'm focused on locally. A place of refuge. It's worth noting the exorcists are busy. Both Roman Catholics and Greek Orthodox

report demons whining that "He is taking my power away from me."
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grumpi22
Joined On 6/9/2015 7:12:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just a MINUTE, you Naomi Wolf voted for the Bidens ( SICK ) Administration??? You say you saw all this coming and you voted for

Biden??? Not that Trump is or was perfect but YOU voted for Biden??? You are no better than the rest of the so-called CABAL. Really

shame on you. Take your books and shove them. TRAITOR...
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Be nice. Not like Xiden needed her vote to win after all.
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dav2912
Joined On 2/15/2022 5:55:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree! Don’t support dumb!
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think plenty of good people were duped and now realize it sheepishly. We need to welcome them over and plan a solution, not

berate. Face it, the election was rigged anyway at multiple levels. They had no intention of letting Trump back in. So to some

degree the votes matter less.
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Mpup321
Joined On 11/5/2021 7:28:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is an answer:  Our Father who art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done,      The New

Testament...read it...live it.
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jan9873
Joined On 11/16/2015 8:16:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Voted for Biden???WTH!! It's like she is telling us all of this stuff that she thinks/knows what is going to happen because she thinks we

can't do anything about it, like the old saying "Hide in plain sight" I don't trust her. She does not seem like a person warning us for our

own good it is like she is telling us this to create fear and helplessness.
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katiehobbinsgmail.com
Joined On 2/14/2021 11:13:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

She loses a ton of credibility as she wrote books in 2007 but then voted for Biden. We are not a democracy, we are a constitutional

republic. If she was on the right side of this she would know that nobody has the right to give away our sovereignty as it belongs to the

people.
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SmokyJoe
Joined On 12/17/2020 10:13:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped reading when she said "I voted for the Biden administration". Which means she also voted for the sodomite administration.

So, all of a sudden she went from insane moron to having all the answers?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder about that too. That’s really strange. She knew what the Democratic Party stood for before the election
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tallulah, while you are not alone invoking the word "Democrat", I want to point out that if people actually checked the

Congressional voting record, they might talk very differently. RIght now, the Dems seem to be on the vax side of the street,

agreed, we don't stand for this kind of coercion, the mandates, etc. Right you are! Then again, during the 9-11 era, the Dems as a

party , solidly voted against the torture bill, while the Repubs voted for it just as solidly! It is written in such a way that the

ordinary citizen can have their citizenship revoked, be treated as a foreigner, and be tortured...that means it can potentially

reach out to everybody! Hey and to say that someone is a traitor because they voted Democratic, is coercion too! So stop this

talk about Dems/Repubs, LIberal/Conservative, and look at the voting patterns! Think about individuals, not about party lines.

Thank you. FYI I personally don't stand behind Biden.
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Horsea
Joined On 5/7/2007 4:05:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm putting my money on the direction intervention of God Himself.
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lilagreen
Joined On 9/22/2021 11:06:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

by the way, Jesus lived in Judea which the Romans occupied for approximately two centuries. talk about rewriting history. if that

doesn't convince you, reread the New Testament.
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JERSEYTONY
Joined On 11/14/2021 1:59:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CHINA Expert shows Proof of why China's Shanghai disaster is really about CONTROL in view of the election in the Fall since XI wants

life rule and wants to eliminate his oppositions who are from Shanghai.. IT has NOTHING to do with Covid! Fake Covid is the ultimate

Control Tool NOW all over the world..One can skip to min 18 to hear this..

www.lifesitenews.com/episodes/the-most-likely-reason-for-the-lockdowns..
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's so obvious it has nothing to do with Covid19. These are the same tactics US leaders like Newsome would use if given the

opportunity. The only way this ends is with a revolution.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well......like I have been saying for the last 2++ years is 5G is the Final Cull instrument That will eradicate Billions in a matter of a few

hours...few seems to understand the vast power of RF Power directly aimed at the billions of people worldwide...this is THE perfect

Killing devise ever created ....at the peak 5G will sweep millions in a single swath of Intensively Powerful RF beams that will virtually

instantly 'cook' people .Whether people are walking or driving or sleeping , working or what ever....these Sweeping Beams will

penetrate walls or concrete thru buildings and houses..the RF Frequencies and the vast power behind them will be the "Grand Finality'

...and the few that will survive.

will now be' Enemies of the State'and hunted and tracked like animals by the NewWorldGovernment's Military that have been 'stored in

underground Bunkers and Underground cities.... And most areas have Underground Bunkers and Military Underground Bunkers to

house the "Chosen" as they will be generally Masons and Jews. and the'Elite Military' that are well-chosen and subservient toward the

"Chosen" ... The mandatory destruction of all of the 5G emitting Units is a MUST if Mankind want to live.. Period...there is no other

way.....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

everything Naomi Wolf stated is true....and its just the preliminary as t5o the Final Cull--RF Eradication.....understand that 5G is

in fact Directed Energy Weapons. this is a documented FACT published and tried and proven to be THE most effective weapon

created ......by DARPA......go research what I have been ragging on and on about here on Mercola.com for the past 3 years ...

 emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity   <<<>>

 www.defense.gov/News/News-Stories/Article/Article/2530494/dod-occial..   <<..>>>  crsreports.congress.gov/.../R46925  

<<<<  This is not just USA its Worldwide
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People cry about silly personal crap.....like the government is tracking me or meddling in my personal space......yadayada... The

FACTS are....;There are 8 BILLION people on earth...and When AI is in total control of 5G...the * billions are and 'in the way' and

need to be removed....kinda like you standing on a giant Anthill with a million cans of "RAID" (insecticide) ready to KILL

,,,well...do you care about a few ants escaping? ..... naw you can just step on them.....well.....THINK!!!!!!!!!! THe "YOU" is now

AI....and there is no RAID.......AI now has a Microwave Gun (5G) that will eliminate billions of "worthless feeders' or "goy" ....

The Planedemic was just another 'BouncingBall' for millions to 'watch' just to keep their stupid minds busy , so they can spend

TIME , while "WE...the Chosen-Ones" build MORE 5G Directed Energy Weapons ....and "WE" already have millions of 5G Emitters

all over earth.... "BouncingBalls" are things like killing JFK...and WACO and Ruby Ridge and made-up wars like Vietnam and

Baghdad and Iraq and Iran and Afghanistan and 911 and WTC and the funnest was Covid and the billions of 'Jabs' pumped into

billions of stupid Idiots...oh now "WE...the Chosen-Ones" will now mess around with Earths Weather to add a few more

BouncingBalls to keep these 'mindless idiots' mentally busy. People are so Fickle......so Brain-Trained...so gullible........LOL...so

STUPID.......LOL.. Hay there goes a few still wear masks......LOL.......look at them...LOLLOLOLOL...what a pack of mindless

clowns
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More on who OWNS YOU and ur family and controls it all >>

 www.indiatimes.com/culture/who-we-are/these-are-the-13-families-in-the..   <<>>>>  

www.cia.gov/library/abbottabad-compound/FC/FC2F5371043C48FDD95AEDE7B8A..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mrrobb everything you write is true and proven but you sound like a total wacko to the majority of people. Why? Adolph Hitler

said it best: "The bigger the lie, the easier it is to believe".
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dtmaam
Joined On 6/19/2006 1:46:57 PM
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They have a lot worse than 5g. This technology has been around and reQned since at least the 60's. They planned 5 years of a

mass soft kill depopulation using RF weapons and injections starting in 2019. Nukes if even used will only be a distraction from

the real weapons. June of 2019 is when the satellites started launching. Then came the injections. Instead of protecting

ourselves against the boogeyvirus it's time to protect our bodies from RF poisoning. I have already been a victim of this myself

and I am telling you it was no boogeyvirus. It's been a long road to recovery.
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mrrobb
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Thank You Qtman....yes the soft kill has been going on for a few decades...started back in the later 1800s...with Nichola Tesla

>>> pubs.rsna.org/.../rg.284075206  <<>> who discovered R-ray radiation and a lot more.....he also warned of how dangerious

these Radio Frequencies are and fter his discovery Edison and Roentgen and Westinghouse and a few other COPYCATS stole

and started to 'Cash-in ' on Teslas discovery and robbing him of his ideas and patents. ...... oh students of today are again

brainwashed by this ......... dealing with Roentgen fabricated lies about Z-Rays and more.....mostly lies and twisted illusions

Why..?? because Tesla said Never trust a Jew.....

And he also stated the dangers of higher RF Frequencies ...created over 300 known patents and hundreds more unknown

patents and creation Nichola Teslas created that we will never know about......Instead, the 'textbooks' glorify Clowns and

Dancers like Albert Einstein , and Edison and many more who were nothing more that criminals and thieves stealing from

Tesla..and even todays students have the same LIES rammed down their throats about creepers like Einstein (Jew) who was

kicked out of Berlin Germany by Hitler to get rid of the Pedos and porn dealers , mostly Jews, because Hitler hated Pornography

...fact!! >> thegreateststorynevertold.tv
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Back in the 1950s and many 5&10 stores like Woolworths and others and shoe stores had a Fluoroscope....>>>

en.wikipedia.org/.../Shoe-Qtting_wuoroscope  <<< .....which was a open to the public and ran continually emitting deadly

RF........but who cares???? the cats was out of the bag and Tesla warned of the long term effects.....but he was pinned as a "

Med Scientist" because he refused to promote the X-ray lies as to how safe they were .............and Tesla said they are "NOT

Safe"

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------- Interestingly Tesla also stated "Earth is NOT a Planet....." which would have blew holes in the out space bullsh!t

....kicked holes in the space race BS and $$$Billions$$$$ in absurd crap like NASA....and space lies ....and whould have wiped

out $$$$$ of tax money wasted on decades of Outter Space Bullsh!t....evaporates Hollywood lies and propaganda about Mars

and star trek and faked Moonwalk scams ..........But with THE GREATEST GENIUS EVER to walk earth , Nichola Tesla told to shut

up and labled as a "Mad Scientist" and ridiculed by the greedy 'Money Handlers' (Jews) ...Tesla was lied about...robbed and

defamed .....and this is a SOLID FACT !!!!!
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mrrobb
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LOL....i do get a kick out of reading thru these comments...........lots of "Qnger Pointing" and many are really into "Da Blame Game"

...."Its the Bill and Malinda Gates fault"  .."its that Sores"............or "its that Damn Bill Gates" or yadayadayada.. Wake up.......these alonjg

with hundreds more like the world governments and biden and gates etc etc......these are ALL just Actors.....on a WorldWide TV

Stage.....backed up by 'Newspapers and magazines and TEXTBOOKS.....all owned and edited by a hand full of NWO/WEF clowns ......

Maybe just look in da mirror and see how gullible and stupid YOU are for letting these monsters Rule over you... Oh...maybe take' "The

'Mask' off' .........remember......"Fool me once, shame on you; fool me twice, shame on me.""
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We almost lost our democracy when Trump, who lost the election, tried to over throw our government by planning a coup. This will be

proven for the world to see this week. They have gathered all the evidence they need now. He is a national security risk and a risk to

our democracy. Biden is far from perfect, but Trump is dangerous and the people saw that. He will lose again if he runs, no doubt

about it.
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DawnieR
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There is ONE word......THEE MOST POWERFUL word in the English language (or ANY OTHER language), that will STOP ALL OF

THIS!!............ NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Just look any CRIMINAL, PSYCHO, PUBLIC SERVANT in the face, and say,

NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! When WE ALL STAND UP and say, NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.....this will ALL END! Time to GROW UP and start ACTING

LIKE THE ADULTS YOU CLAIM TO BE!! We are IN THIS MESS, to begin with, because so-called 'adults' have SAID NOTHING and DONE

NOTHING.....decade after decade AFTER DECADE!

Mentally Stunted individuals who would rather live their PATHETIC lives as 'frightened CHILDREN', than to LIVE LIKE AN ADULT.....has

gotten us where we are today! Those who have said/done nothing.....year after year after year? LOOK IN A MIRROR!......it's YOUR

FAULT!! There are those of us who have been 'SCREAMING FROM ROOF TOPS' for DECADES of 'what is coming', and we were

IGNORED by the Dumbed-down masses; and called (the CIA's fav PsyOp term) 'Conspiracy Theorists'. Well, now.....HERE WE ARE!

STILL want to SAY/DO NOTHING??
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Thank you Dawnie. It starts with never donning a mask ever again. Screw what other people think. This is life or death. If you

can't do that you are just as guilty as gates or falsies. Each person that doesn't put the face diaper back on makes it easier for

every other person to join you. What was that quote? Be the change you want to see in the world.
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Credibility is lost when she says she voted for the Biden administration. If you don't have enough discernment, intuitive powers, or

common sense, or didn't pay attention and do enough homework to see that Biden and his administration were garbage, then I am not

sure that I can take stock in much of anything else you are purporting. Hating Trump doesn't make the other party good, that is

immature thinking. If she was fact oriented, she would see what Biden's record was, and what Trump was supporting, she obviously

missed that, so I have to take her less serious than I am inclined to.
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This administration has the mental capacity of a 5 year old.
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Joined On 1/30/2015 7:52:19 PM
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" Now the Lord is that Spirit: and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty." 2 Corinthians 3:17 America and the world has turned

away from their Creator and the Lord Jesus Christ. This is why this is happening, where Christianity thrives there is freedom (America,

founded on Christian principles has had an abundance of freedom) people have forgotten the Lord their God, so God is letting this evil

come upon us. repentance to the Lord and Christ is the only way things will turn around, however these things are predicted before

Jesus Christ come back, conquers those who rejected him and will reign as King of kings and Lord of lords forevermore.

Only God can save us and he will if our hearts turn to him through Christ. He is coming back soon and every knee will bow and

everyone will give an answer For every action and thought in your life. If you have faith in the saving work of Christ, his blood covers

your sin and you will be saved, if you did not put your faith in Christ you will be lost forever in an eternal hell to pay for your sins. "For

whosoever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved." Romans 10:13
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You just wrote what I was going to write. God bless you!
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It's all plain and simple: Good vs. evil. We have left God completely out of our lives and we are now facing the consequences of

our lack of faith in Him. What more could possibly go wrong?
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Joymartin, I have always been so sick of everyone running around with their "God Bless America". It is way overdue for the

people of America to START blessing God!
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REPTILIAN AGENDA Depopulate the planet, enslave & control humanity. Read the book "DARK FLEET" by Len Hasten and "ALIEN

WORLD ORDER" ____________________________________________________ SPACE FORCE - by Dr. Michael Salla - Excellent resource!

www.audible.com/pd/Cosmic-Voyage-Audiobook/B002UZYZMM?ref=a_library_t_..    

____________________________________________________ http://www.exopolitics.com  - Michael Salla's website a must - Excellent movies

(subscription) ____________________________________________________ COSMIC VOYAGE - by Cortney Brown, director of Farsight -

Amazing story of how he became a leading Remote Viewer

www.audible.com/pd/Cosmic-Voyage-Audiobook/B002UZYZMM?ref=a_library_t_..    

____________________________________________________ https/.../super-soldiers-of-ceres   Cavalier" by Tony Rodrigues - Super Soldier of

Ceres www.Farsightprime..com - Top Remote viewers ____________________________________________________ Start watching

http://www.unitednetwork.news  - with Kimberly Ann Goguen - for UPLIFTING NEWS !! bhttp://www,gvinstitute,org

 www.gvinstitute,org/marduk-draco-earth-control-grid/ "Ceres Colony You will be amazed at who Kimberly Ann Goguen is !! Strongly

recommend  www.farsightprime.com/super-soldiers-of-ceres   Cavalier" by Tony Rodrigues - Super Soldier of Ceres

www.Farsightprime..com - Top Remote viewers disclosure  Ever heard of this? "Divide and Conquer" We fall for this over and over

again. 1. Vaxers/Anti-Vaxers - The newest 2. Black/White, etc. 3. Jews/Gentiles 4. Rich/Poor 5. Abrahamic religions/Indian religions

i.e. (Christianity vs Buddhism) ** AS LONG AS WE KEEP BUYING INTO THIS - WE'LL REMAIN SLAVES !! **
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Divide and conquer. Division division division is our death knell. Stop with the Republican vs Democrat. Stop with the

conservative vs. liberal. Stop with the gun control division. Divided we fall. These arguments are meaningless against compared

to what we are up against. Nobody will ever convince the other side they are wrong anyway, so stop the insane division!
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nan6449
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Like we need another book. $$$
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Books are for brainwashing. The only thing I read are manuals on how to build things, how to grow things, and how kill things.

All 3 are key to survival.
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We must resist the big corporations that are now trying to take over the world. The way we can do this is to refuse to cooperate with

them. We can refuse to work to get on unemployment and welfare, apply for SSI, SSD and Social Security. When we stop working for

the corporations they lose their labor force and their markets. For example I stopped working and applied for unemployment

insurance. When it ran out I applied for welfare, Then I applied for SSD and got it and then I applied for SS and food stamps. I am now

living very well and I do not go to work. It seems like one person cannot Qght the machine but one grain of sand will wear the machine

down and eventually bring it to a halt.
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How is making yourself utterly dependent on government largesse helping anything? Dependency is slavery.
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TexasRed, I'm trying to get free of Big Gov and Big Corp. And no buying from the latter.
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Wow! Im at a loss of words. If you believe your actions have helped yourself, your country, or anyone else, then you're part of the

problem. You do realize that the "plandemic" was all about getting rid of the "useless eaters"? The Qrst people that got the

mRNA jabs were nursing home residents. That's when the USA saw its largest number of daily covid19 deaths. I won't be part of

that group. I have my guns locked and loaded and Im armed 24/7. When the grid goes down (they're predicting it will this

summer) I will be ready.
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This is pathetic. No way will I rely on government to live. All you’re doing is being lazy and helpless relying on money from

working individuals. Again pathetic.
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Frank; Well done. I live off SS INSURANCE. If you had an insurance policy with Aetna that paid the same after age 65 no one

would be accusing you of living off the largesse of Aetna or off of working people. SS has been around since 1934 and has

received surplus revenue every year. When it was set up, it was intended to be funded not only by payroll taxes, but from the

general budget just like Lockheed Martin and Cargill are funded from the general budget. Remember the payroll taxes were

doubled under Reagan and Greenspan instead of funding through the Federal Budget.

I was an employer at the time that did my own payroll. My employees made more than minimum wage but they still paid more in

payroll taxes than in income taxes. The SS Trust Fund was set up to be separate from the US budget as far as revenue and

spending. LBJ took the revenue and added it to the general revenue stream to hide how much the Vietnam War was creating

deQcits. He was using SS surpluses to hide war deQcits. The parasites that create mass hypnosis over SS are the same
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parasites that create mass hypnosis over Covid.

The billionaire class want to return to feudalism where a few owned all the resources and the 99% were slaves and serfs. It will

only happen if the 99% cooperate. I live in Ecuador for $300/mo and save the rest. Soon I will have enough for a home and a

couple of acres to grow my own. I buy little from corporations. I do take the bus and taxis that are corporate made and I have

Netwix and internet obviously.
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